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ABSTRACT

Phase-Locked moire' systems have the advantage of

rapid data acquisition and accuracy of better than one

twentieth of the fringe spacing. In conventional moird systems

data acquisition is performed by making a photographic

plate and taking measurements from the plate either visual-

ly or with a microdensitometer. This is slow and the ac-

curacy is about one-quarter of the fringe spacing. The

phase-locked system is more accurate and permits a more

favorable trade off between accuracy and working depth.

The equations governing moire' contouring are examined and

compared with the results from interferometric methods.

It is found that surface contouring with straight line

gratings is equivalent to interferometric contouring in a

Twyman-Green type system when certain relations are noted.

This equivalence allows many of the current A.C. interfero-

Imetric techniques to be applied to moire contouring. The

design and operation of a phase-locked Moire system

based on phase-locked interferometry is presented.
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CHAPTER 1

1.1 INTRODUCTION

Non-contact, non-destructive measurement of diffuse

surfaces by automated techniques is an important area of

metrology. In optics, for example, there is great

demand for a system that is capable of measuring profiles

of ground glass surfaces to a vertical accuracy of one

micron.  Such a system bridges the gap between templates and

interferometen and also allows a more accurate surface to

be generated on the lens in the grinding stage.  An auto-

mated measurement system is important in the machine tool

industry. A clay model or prototype part needs to be

rapidly contoured,  and this information is stored  in  a  com-

puter to control the machining process so that a duplicate

of the sample piece is fabricated. Upon completion of

machining, the new part is contoured and compared with

the original for quality control purposes.

A great variety of techniques now exist for contour-

ing surfaces. Basically they fall into two cate-

gories, contact and non-contact. The contact techniques

include methods such as templates and mechanical probes

such as micrometers, dial gauges and spherometers.
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The majority of non-contact techniques are optical systems

and this again can be divided into two categories, imag-

ing systems and interference systems.  Two examples of

imaging systems now in use are autofocusing and stereo

photogrammetry. Autofocusing is a method by which the

elevation of a point on a sample is determined by auto-

matically focusing an imaging system on the point of

interest. The elevation is then a function of the position

of the focusing mechanism. Stereo photogrammetry is

employed by map makers to determine the topography of

the eartus surface although it is also applicable to con-

touring on a smaller scale. The first step in stereo

Photogrammetry is to take two photographs of the object

from slightly different positions in a plane parallel to

the surface. From these two photographs it is then pos-

sible to determine the elevation of any point present in

both photographs by the difference in parallax of the two

images.

The most widely used interference method for contour-

ing surfaces is the interferometer. It is capable of con-

touring specular surfaces to an accuracy of one twentieth

of the wavelength of light. Another useful interferometric

technique is holography which is a method by which a three

dimensional image of the object is recorded.  This three

dimensional image then is interpreted in a variety of dif-

ferent ways to yield contour information. The hologram
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can also be used to compare the original object with other

similar ones in a method similar to interferometry.  The

hologram is used to form a reference wave which can

interfere with light scattered from the object. The

result of this procedure  is an image with contour fringes

representing the differences in the original object and

the new sample.

Another interference technique is the method of

„10                                                        16projected fringes developed by Haines and Hildebrand.

This system involves generating planes of light and dark

in space by interfering two beams of mutually coherent

light at slight angles to each other. If an object is

placed in this region of interference the fringes are pro-

jected onto the surface forming a contour map.

One of the more useful forms of surface measurement is

contouring a surface with lines of equal spacing. The

ease of such measurements for diffuse surfaces has been

significantly increased by the development of moire' topo-
graphic techniques.    The term moire' was derived  from  a

fabric of the same name which produces light and dark fringes

when two pieces are held in contact.

Moire fringes produced by two diffraction gratings in

contact with one another were first noted and document-

ed by Lord Rayleigh in 1874. In his article "On the

1Manufacture and Theory of Diffraction Gratings" Lord

Ray leigh writes     of the rulings     on a grating    with    3000
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lines per inch:

"The lines themselves are of course too close to
be seen without a microscope; but their presence may
be detected, and even the interval between them
measured, without optical  aid,   by a method not depend-
ing on the production of spectra or requiring a
knowledge of the wavelength  of light. If two photo-

graphic copies (replicated gratings) containing the
same number of lines to the inch be placed in contact,
film to film, in such a manner that the lines are near-
ly parallel in the two gratings, a system of parallel
bars develops itself, whose direction bisects the
external angle between the directions of the original
lines, and whose distance increases as the angle of
inclination diminishes.    The interval between the
bars is evidently half the long diagonal of the rhom-
bus formed by two pairs of consecutive lines, and is
expressed by  acoste+sine, or approximately afe where
a  is the interval between the primary lines, and  e
the mutual inclination of the two sets.

When parallelism is very closely approached the
bars become irregular, in consequence of imperfection
of the ruling.  This phenomenon might perhaps be
made useful as a test.

Lord Rayleigh was correct in assuming that those

fringes he saw would be useful as a test for the quality

of diffraction gratings but it wasn't until 1923 that this

theory was developed and published in an article by

J.A. Anderson entitled "The Manufac ture and Testing    of

Diffraction Gratings".2   The  test was  used to check  the

quality of the gratings produced by a ruling engine.  His

test was accomplished by ruling two gratirgs onto the same

blank, the second inclined at an angle of about one minute

to the first.  Anderson developed the mathematical relation-

ships describing the characteristics of the moire<pattern

produced by the types of errors most commonly produced

by ruling engines such as periodic error, linear error
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and accidental errors.

In  the  late  1930' s  the  use of moire fringes  was  ex-

tended into the field of strain analysis. For this ap-

plication a grating (usually a piece of printers process

screen with about 200 lines/inch) was printed directly

on the sample to be studied. This grating was then view-

ed through another piece  of the screen or "photo-grid",

as it was sometimes called. As stress was applied to the
I

sample moire patterns appeared due to the deformation of

the   printed  grid. The moire' patterns thus formed  were

an indication of the deformation of the material. This

test had the disadvantage that it was destructive be-

cause the grating was etched or printed directly on the

sample to be studied. 3

The first use of moire'as a test for replica grat-

ings (not master gratings as Anderson described) was

described in an article by Merton4 in 1950.  Merton had

developed a new method for the production of gratings

which eliminated periodic error from the rulings. He

used maire' testing methods, which are sensitive  to  peri-

odic error, to test his new gratings.

It wasn't until 1956 that a detailed treatment of

the Theory of Moire' fringes formed by crossed gratings was

published. In a book by Guild entitled The Interference

Systems of Crossed Diffraction Gratings, Theory of Moire'

Fringes the author considered the case of two gratings in
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series treating, in detail, both coherent and incoherent

illumination.

Surface contours  have been generated by moire' methods.

15
Theocaris describes a system with only one grating which

is shadowed onto an object and this shadow is then view-

ed through the grating. A very simple derivation of the

location of the moire' fringes is given. Since Theocaris

was primarily interested in studying the effects of

stress on materials, he did not develop the possibility of

surface contouring with his apparatus.

In 1967 Daniel Post expanded on Guild's work in

multiplication of moire fringes. Post studied a13,14

fringe multiplication technique which, by using coherent

light to illuminate two gratings in series, increased

the frequency of the moire fringes by an order of magni-

tude causing an equivalent increase in the sensitivity

of themoire' test. These papers also discussed fringe

multiplication when the frequency of the two gratings

differ by an integral multiple. Note that Post's work

only deals with two transparent gratings in series and

is not applicable to surface contouring or strain analy-

Sis.

The  next  maj or advance in moire' metrology  came   in

1970 when, within two months of each other two papers on

5.6Surface Contouring by Moire Patterns '  were published.

Both of these papers develop the theory of moire' surface
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contouring showing how, under certain conditions moire'

patterns can be produced which exactly represent height

contours on a surface.
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1.2     Description of Moire' Contouring Systems

The procedure for creating moire contour fringes

on a surface is relatively simple.  The object to be

contoured is placed behind a grating consisting of equal-

ly spaced parallel lines. (Figure 2-1)  This system is

illuminated with a beam of parallel light through the

grating. On the surface of the object a shadow of the

grating is formed and the lines of the shadow curve

conforming to the shape of the object. If the object is

viewed through the grating from a distance which is

large compared to the grating to object distance, a series

of equally spaced contours are observed. These contours

are due to the moire'pattern formed by the multiplication

of the transmission function of the grating and the in-

tensity function of the deformed shadow of the grating

which is present on the object.

The spacing of the contours can be easily varied

by changing either the grating spacing or the angle be-

tween the illuminating beam and the viewer. The contour

separation is directly proportional to the grating spac-

ing and inversely proportional to the sum of the tangents

of the angles between the viewer and illumination with

respect to the normal at the grating surface.

There are a few disadvantages to this form of con-

touring. The most important is the surface to be measur-

ed must be a diffuse reflector to some extent. For
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example, a specular surface such as a mirror cannot be

contoured but a coin such as a nickel or a quarter which

has slight diffuse reflectance can be contoured. Also

translucent objects tend to have very low contrast fringes

because the internal scattering washes out the grating's

shadow. Another problem which limits the usefulness of

this technique is the low contrast of the fringes at

large grating-object spacings due to diffraction by the

lines of the grating. Objects which have very steep

slopes also cause problems. As the slope increases, the

horizontal spacing of the contours decreases until it is

near the same size as the grating spacing.  At this point

the two patterns can no longer be separated.  A final

problem is familiar to users of interferometers.  If

there are less than two fringes present in the aperture

then the fringe pattern is difficult to interpret.
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1.3 State of the Art

.

Since 1970 the majority of work on moire contouring

has been with static systems where all data acquisition is

done by photography and data reduction is slow and tedious.

Variations of this basic technique include projecting the

fringes onto the object and then photographing the sample

with the grating lines on it. The negative is then view-

ed at a later time through a selection of different grat-

ings. This modification is useful for contouring large

objects without having to manufacture gratings of com-

parable size.7

Another variation involves projecting two identical

gratings onto an object from two separate angles. This

forms a contour on the surface by the addition of in-

tensities of the two patterns. This contrasts the previous

technique in which intensities are multiplied.  The ad-

vantage here is that very large objects can be contoured

if each of the grating patterns are produced by the inter-

ference of two collimated light beams.8

The most recent advance in moire' Topography is a

system for automatic data acquisition developed by Idesawa,

9
Yatagui and Suma in Japan. This system employs a pro-

jected grating which is then viewed with a flying-spot

scanner T.V. camera. The second grating is produced by

the raster lines of the scan. The information obtained

from the camera is then processed by a computer to give a
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contour map of the surface. 

The resolution of contour maps generated by any of

these oire' techniques is limited by certain inherent

characteristics of the oire' patterns.  The total re-

solution of any contouring system is a combination of

two factors, horizontal resolution and vertical resolution.

The vertical resolution is determined by the accuracy

with which the phase of the fringe pattern can be deter-

mined. For the current state of the art this is about

one-quarter to one-tenth of the fringe spacing.  The

improvement of this resolution is one of the major ob-

jectives of this study.

At first glance the horizontal resolution would

appear to be limited by the f-stop of whatever imaging

system is used to observe the oire' pattern but this is

not necessarily the case. If the imaging system resolves

the lines of the grating, then the fringes observed are

those of the grating and not the  oire'pattern.  The

smallest resolvable spot has to be at least twice the

spacing of the lines on the grating.  This restriction

can be eliminated by moving the grating in its plane

perpendicular to the grating lines during observation.

As will be shown in Chapter 2, the ire fringes are

position invariant for grating movement if the grating to

object distance does not change. Under these circumstances

the horizontal resolution is limited only by the f-stop
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of the viewing system.

In this thesis a system is described which offers

/
increased vertical resolution of oire contours and auto-

matically contours a surface allowing either a real time

output of the surface contour to an analog display device

or a digital output to a computer which analyzes the data.



CHAPTER II

THEORY

2.1 Contour Formation

An arrangement for generating standard moire'con-

tours on a surface is pictured schematically in Figure

2-1.  The illuminator  is a point source located at

position  S  and the observer views the pattern from the

point designated 0 The grating is expressed by a

generalized periodic intensity transmittance function of

the form:

27T

T(x,y)   =     +    g(  -p    x) , (1)

where  p  is the period of the grating and  g  lies be-

tween plus and minus one. This implies the rulings on

the grating are parallel to the x-axis and lie in the

x-y plane. The light emitted by the point source at  S

casts a shadow of the grating onto the surface of the

obj ect. The point on the grating with  x  coordinates

(x  v .0) is translated to a point P with coordinates
O'.O'

(xl,Yl'zl) on the surface and by similar triangles

x  and x1 are related by:0

13
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h    h +z X. h
S= s 1 l S

(2)

Xo    xl           s+ xo   h +zl

If the intensity of the point source is I  and
0

0(xl,yl,zl) is the angle between the surface normal and

the incoming light ray, then the irradiance at any point

P  on the object is:

2*  xlhs
Il = Iocos(D {7 + 7 g< -F (hs+zl))1   '        (3)

Light scattered from the point P(xl'yl'zl) to the observer

passes through the point on the grating with coordinates

(xo',yo', 0).  These two points are related by the e-

quation

h+z     h             h x+z d
O  1=    0    + x'= 0 1  1
d-x d-x '     o     h+z     ·      (

4)
1         0                 01

The irradiance at point  0  is given by:

21(hoxl+zld)
I2= Il(7 + 7 g(   p(ho+zl)  )3           (5)

Substituting Eq.  (3) into Eq.  (5) the resulting irradi-

ance pattern is:
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Iocos$(xl'Yl,z.)
27Tx h

1S
I2 =   4           1{1+g< P(hs+Zl) 

2A xlh.+zld 2 xlhs 21r  xlh-+Zid+g( - V    ) + g( - ). g( -   U )} (6)P ho+zl
p h

+zl P  ho+zlS

Since  g  is perodic and finite it can be expressed by

the Fourier Series:

00

2,T                   .   27rnx  g (px, = E (ansin( + b cos (2
'r)) (7)

n=1        P      n

Substituting (6) into (7):

I cos$    -
2wnxlhs x h +z d

0                                                                                                                         .     2 Trn -     1    0        1
I2 =   4    {1+  I [an(sin

.     +    sin-                           )  )n=1 P (hs+Zl) P ' (ho+zl

2 nx h h x +z d27rn  .0 1 1+
bn<cosp(hs zl) + cos- C

P     h +Z
) )1

0  1

CO 00 2 Trnx h 2 iTnx h
+E

E [(ansinp(hslzl) + bncosp(hsizl))
n=1 m=1

27rm 1 1 2  rm 0 1  1
h x +z d h x +z d

o (a sin- (0 + bmcos- C  h +z ))13 (8)m   p     ho+zl          P 0 1
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Working only with the double summation term:

co <Do 2Tnh x h x +z dsl,r.27rm, 0 1 1
···+  I   E {a a

[sinp(hs+zl))]·lsin-t h +z )]+
m=1 n=1 n m                  p    0  1

2mhx h x +z d
b b [cos

. 1. lcos-ir< h +zl   1  

s l,r 2 Trm,    0    1        1

n m p(hs+Zl) 0

27Tnh x h x +z d
a b [sin ]·[cos-c )]  +

s l 2 1Tm,    0    1        1

n m p(hs+Zl) P   ho+zl

21nh x h x  +z. d

b a [cos
s l . 27rm, 0 1  1

)11 (9)n m p (hs+zl) 1 [sin-P-C ho+zl

Using the trigonometric identities for the sums

and differences of two angles and splitting up the double

sumation Eq. (8) can be expressed as:
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Iocost     -       2rnh x h x +z d
s l 2m 0 1  1,

I2
=

{1 +  I [an(sinp (hs+zl)+ sin-P- h +z  '
4 n=1 0   1

2 1Tnh x h x +z d
+ b (cos S   + COS--- 1 )]

1 27rn 0 1

n'   p(hs+Zl)      p    h +z0  1

2    2co a +b
(h8ho)zlxl .     zld)]

+                                  cos L-Fc (hs+zl) (ho+zl)-  h  +2*
E{n 2n

r2Anc

n=1                                  0

2nn,(hs+ho)zlxl+2hohsxl
z d

+   a    b    s i n[ -t                                                                             +   11    z     )]n n       p (hs+Zl)(ho+zl) 0  1

2    2
b -a

27Tn . (hc+ho) zlxl+2h  h
x z d

+         cos[-(
n n

o s l+h   z) ] }2         p
(hs+Zl)(ho+zl) 0 1

-     co    a  a  +b  b.m n n m 21   (nh.-mh-) zlxl+2hohs (m-n)xl  _  mzld+I S i cos[-C                                 )]
n=1 m=1 0 12         p         (hs+zl) (ho+zl)

h +z,

ntm

+ ab sin [22(<(nhs+mho)zlxl+2hohs(m+n)xl   mzld)]m n    p (hs+zl)(ho+zl) h +6
0  1

b b -a a
(nh.+mho) zlxl+2hohs (m+n)xl    mzldm n m n     21

+           cos[-(   D                       +     )]}}·
2                             p                              (hs+9  Xho+zl ) ho+zl

(10)
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Notice that there is no term in Eq. (10) which is

dependent solely on zl  and therefore there is no simple

way to interpret the moird pattern formed. If the source

and observation point are at the same height above the

grating, then the first term in the second summation in

Eq. (10) loses its  x  dependence and the expression for

I2 becomes:

I cos$ 27T hx

0                         2 (dzl+hxl)I =

{1  +  g(p (h+z )  +  g(  -F  (h+zl)         24

2    2
CO a  +b

I            1                 2                                              P            (h+z l)J

c n n cos I 2An Zld  1  +

n=1

2    2

2 1Tn
dz +2hx    b -a dz +2hx

2+n .  1    1) a b  sin- C  1    1)+ n   n  cos- C
n n    p    h+z         21                  P     h+z

1

CO CO a a +b b

2*((m-n)hxl-ndzl)+     2  E {( m
n n m.

n=1 m=1          2       )COS-P      h+Z 1

nt'm

b b -a a
+           COS-- (             )

m n m n 21r  (m+n) hxl+ndz 1

2              p             h+z 1

+ ambn sinT< h+zl                            (11)
27T *1-1-n)hxl+ndzl )
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If the slope of the surface is less than h/d, then

all of the terms with an  x1  dependence have higher fre-

quency variations than the term which is only dependent

on zl.  They can be removed either by spatial filtering

(coherent illumination only) or through the use of an

imaging system which does not resolve the higher frequen-

cies. Once this is done Eq. (11) is reduced to:

I cos$ . a 2+b
2

27Tndz
o                  n   n             1

I = {1+E( COS )} (12)2     4              2      p(h+zl)n=1

The contouring interval is found by setting the

argument of the cosine at the fundamental frequency (n=1)

equal  to 2 N where  N  =  0,1,2,3  . . .

21d(zl+Az) 2 d(zl)
-         = 27T(N+1)-27TN  ,   (13)p(h+zl+Az) p (h+zl)

this simplifies:

_pzl2-2pzlh-ph2
AZ =

(14)
ph+pzl-dh
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In this case the contour interval is a function of

Zl but in most applications h>>zl and the zl dependence

disappears giving:

dz = -fh (15)
P-d

Also since  p  is the period of the grating, usually

d>>p giving the final expression for Az as:

Az = tih (16)d

There are basically two types of gratings used to

generate moire patterns for contouring surfaces - the

types with sinusoidal density variations such that

1 1 27Tx

T (x)   =   2  +  T  cos (-p-) (17)

and Ronchi Rulings which have a square wave transmittance

function equal to:

co                        2 Trnx11 1  1
T(x) = 2+5 nrln sin  p             (18)

n odd

Substitution of these two grating types give the

following two moire' patterns, respectively:
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I cos$ 27Tz d
0                    1

I    -        (1+21
cos (19)2                4                        p (h+zl)    ''

sine

I cos$ CO 27rndz

I2             =    04       (1  +  ..     E    -   cosp (11-1.z )  )        .            (20)Ronchi        Tr n=l n
n odd

One difference between the two gratings is immediate-

ly apparent from Eqs. (19) and (20). The maximum contrast

for the sinusoidal grating is   while the contrast obtain-

ed from the Ronchi ruling can be as high as unity. The

actual experimental results yield much lower contrast

than these ideal numbers but since the Ronchi ruling has

inherently higher contrast it is much more desirable for

contouring applications.

A simplification which is useful experimentally is

the case where the height of the source and object each

go to infinity. This corresponds to a collimated il-

luminating beam incident on the grating at an angle  a

to the normal and a very large viewing distance. The

grating then subtends a very small angle and is observed

at an angle B  (see Figure 2-2).

The contouring function for this case becomes:
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2    2
I    cos $                m        a tb

21n(tana+tanB)zl]
(21)o               n   n.

I&=   4   [1+ I
C )COS

n=1    2               P

The substitution of tana+tanB for -51- is seen ifh+z
1

d-x +Xl is substituted for d:

d-xl + X1
= tan B + tanah+z h+z11

The contouring interval for this case is not dependent

on the magnitude of  z  and is given by the expression

dz =      P                          (22)tan a+tanB

Because of the simplified nature of these expressions

in comparison to those derived for arbitrary positioning

of the source and observer this is the situation consider-

ed exclusively in this work.
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2.2 Diffraction Effects

The theoretical contrast of the moir& pattern is

never observed in practice. The degradation in contrast

is due to a loss in sharpness of the shadow pattern

caused by diffraction. Erf treats this problem as one
10

of self-imaging (the phenomena whereby diffraction causes

a periodic object to produce an image of itself) and uses

one-quarter of the distance at which self-imaging occurs

as the maximum contouring depth. This analysis can be

applied to the experimental situation presented in this

thesis since coherent illumination of the grating is used.

The Ronchi ruling has the transmission function given

in Eq. (18). The transmitted wavefront including dif-

fraction effects at a small distance, z, from the grid may

be described by

00

A(x) = <22 (1 + 2  E  j sin(21 x + 0(z))) ,   (23)
n=i

n odd

2 T    zwhere 9
=-

(24)n   X  cose
n

and                           n
sine  = - (25)

n   Xp

Eq. (25) is the standard diffraction grating equation.

For en small Eqs. (24) and (25) reduce to
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n
en =  

(25a)

and

_                     2
 TTZ

*n - A(1-12n2/2p                   
 (24a)

The lowest order self-image occurs when 41 -9 0=1·

Substituting this condition into Eq. (24a) the self

imaging distance reduces to

2   2

z =   X                          (26)
P -X

For a grating used in Moire contouring

P>>X (27)

and  Eq. (26) becomes

2

z    =    - -                                                                                                  (2 8)

Taking one quarter of this self-imaging distance

z    <  p /4X (29)
2

max -

The squared dependence of z on the grating periodmax

is very significant. If the accuracy with which the

fringe pattern can be interpreted is doubled, then a
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grating of twice the period can be used and the contour-

ing depth will increase by a factor of four.
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2.3 Errors

In order to accurately contour a surface by con-

ventional moird techniques the contouring interval dz

must be known to a high degree of precision. In the cal-

culations of Az for the source and observer at infinity

there are basically three sources of error:

1)  Error in the determination of the angles   a

and  B

If E is the uncertainty in Az and 6a

and 68 are the uncertainties in a and  B

then by differentiation

ea  =1 6tz'=1    P            6ct          1                        (30)2
cos a(tana+tanB)

and

88 =16&zl =1  P       68      1              (31)2
cos B (tana+tanB)

combining €a  and EB

E        =   8  +   E  = [A z(I   61 2 1+1 6 8 2 1) ] (32)
a 8 COS 06 COS B

2)  Error in the measurement of the grating spacing.

p or variations in this spacing. The error
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introduced by an uncertainty in the grating spacing

of 6p is easily shown to be:

E  =      AP    I                 (33)
p     tana+tan B

3.   Error in alignment of the rulings on the grating

perpendicular to the illuminating beam.

If e is the angle of the normal to the grating

rulings with the projection of the incoming beam into

the plane of the grating (Figure 2-3) then the error

Ee  is given by

P 1Az = (34)Cose tana+tan B

where P is the effective grating spacing
COSS

ee |6tz| = |psi2  tana·l·tane 60    .      (35)
COS 0

Notice that if  e  is 0 and 60 is Small 60  is

equal to zero indicating that Az will be very in-

sensitive to small alignment errors.
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2.4 Phase-Locked Moire'

There are many similarities between moire' surface

topography and Interferometric testing. For example, in

the case where both the source and observer are at in-

finity and a sinusoidal grating is employed, Eq. (21)

reduces to

I cos$
0                        21 (tana + tanB)

I2
=

4 [1+t COS- Z(X,Y)] (36)
P

This equation is similar to that for a Twyman-Green Inter-

ferometer with the object as the mirror in one arm (see

Fig.  2 -4).

4 T

Il = k[l + cosT- z(x,y)]               (37)

The only differences between these equations is the lower

contrast in the moire' system and the interchange of the

half-wavelength   and the grating constant
tana+tan B

P

Both of these methods produce a contour map of the surface.

Because of these similarities the methods of data

acqlisition and reduction used in interferometry can be

applied to moire' systems.

The most common acqlisition-reduction system now in

use is to make a photographic plate of the fringe pattern

and then interpret the fringe pattern with a microdensito-

meter. This method has three very serious drawbacks. The
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first and most important is the time required to complete-

ly contour a surface which can easily run into hours. The

second is the accuracy with which the fringe pattern can

be interpreted which is usually limited to 1/10th of a

fringe. The third disadvantage is that the slope of the

surface between two adjacent fringes cannot be uniquely

determined. If the slope of the surface is not known

prior to the measurement, then to determine its sign a

second plate must be made after the object to grating

distance has been shifted by a fraction of the contouring

interval. Of course there are many times when a qual-

itative judgement suffices and a quick glance at the

plate or the projected fringe pattern yields the needed

information. If quantitative measurements are only rarely

needed, then the expense of the microdensitometer may be

eliminated and the few plates which need accurate measure-

ments can be evaluated elsewhere.

To speed up this process, photographic plates must

be replaced with electronic recording techniques and a

computer to analyze the fringe pattern. One method for

doing this is to image the fringe pattern onto a vidicon

tube which is interfaced to a computer where the pattern

is analyzed.  This is much quicker than the previous method

and the cost of the electronics-computer package is com-

petitive with the cost of a microdensitometer. The ac-

curacy of this system is also limited to about 1/10th
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of a fringe.

The next approach is a digital interferometer which

aims to improve the accuracy of the previous technique

by examining the fringe pattern a number of times. For

each measurement the reference mirror position  is shift-

ed by a fraction of a wavelength. In this configu-

ation the fringe pattern is imaged on a vidicon tube and

the image is evaluated by the computer after each shift.

The relative phase between adjacent detectors can be

calculated if many images are sampled. From the relative

phases a contour map of the surface is generated. This

method has several advantages, it is more accurate than

any previous method and it is able to distinguish hills

from valleys. Also by using a computer for data reduction,

it is simple to add or subtract wavefronts for null tests

or system tests.

An accurate interferometric technique in use at this

11
time is a system developed at the University of Rochester.

The system is referred to as a 'Phase-Locked Interferometer.'

In this instance one of the mirrors of the interfero-

meter is oscillated so as to change the path length of

one arm of the interferometer by about one-tenth of a
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wavelength. The oscillation creates an A.C. signal at a

detector placed in the fringe pattern. By monitoring the

frequency components present in the detector signal, the

maximum and minimum of the fringe pattern are located very

accurately (- 1/50th of a fringe spacing). By using a

D.C. bias on the oscillating arm of the interferometer

and galvanometers to scan the fringe pattern across the

detector a very accurate contour map of the test sample

can be generated.  This interferometer is capable of

functioning on a stand-alone basis with an x-y plotter

or oscilliscope as the output. It can also be interfaced

with a computer for automated measurement and data analy-

Sis.

All but the digital and phase-locked methods have

been applied to moire'systems.  Both the techniques of

digital interferometry and the Phase-Locked interferometry

look promising in terms of accuracy and automation. The

determining factor in the selection of which of these

two systems to apply to moire'was the stand alone cap-

ability of the Phase-Locked system.

The first step in applying this technique to Moire

fringe analysis is to decide on a method for oscillat-

ing the fringe pattern. The requirements for oscillation are:

1)  the fringes should be able to oscillate at least

1/4 of a fringe spacing.
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2)  the oscillation frequency should be as high as

possible to maximize data aquisition speed.

3)  the oscillation should not cause distortion of

the fringe pattern because of deformation of the

object or grating.

4)  should be as simple as possible.

In the case of a sinusoidal grating with both the

object and observation point at infinity the following

equation for the moire*fringe pattern is obtained:

I = C[1 + t cos2rrz (tana+tanB) ]  .          (36).

The argument of the cosine term contains four vari-

ables with which the fringe pattern can be varied;

P -grating period, z-distance  from the grating  to  the

object surface, a - angle of incidence of the illuminat-

ing beam, and B - viewing angle.  The grating period  p

is not a feasible choice since it is not possible to

change the grating period without changing the grating.

The grating-to-object distance, z , looks like a

very good choice for many reasons. If z is oscillated

it could be expressed by

z   =   z'    + Asincot (39)

where z' is the mean grating-to-object distance and

Asinwt is the oscillating term. Substituting Eq. (39)
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into Eq. (36):

2FT                                (40)I = C[1 + & cos- (z'+Asinwt)(tana+tanB)]
P

Letting             2*- (tana + tan B) = k
P

I = C[l + S cosk(z'+Asinwt)]             (41)

This is equivalent to the equation obtained for Phase-

12
Locked interferometry  :

I  Il+I2 + 2/IlI2 cos(6+Asinwt)          (4la)

This equation is easily decomposed into its frequency

components:

I = Il+I2+2/I1I2{c0s6[J0(A)+2J2(A)c0s2wt + ...

-sin6[2Jl(A)sinwt + ... (4lb)

Notice that at maximums and minimums of the fringe pat-

tern (6 = n1) the mwt frequency components, where  m  is

an odd integer, all vanish.
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In order to oscillate  z  either the grating or the

object must be driven sinusoidally at as high a frequency

as possible. Oscillating the object has a major drawback.

For any type of driving system the maximum driving fre-

quency is inversely proportional to the mass of the object.

Therefore very massive objects are oscillated slowly or

more power is required. The other alternative is to oscil-

late the grating. This could be done effectively up to

the point where standing waves are set up in the grating

causing distortion and possibly breakage but this would be

at a much higher frequency than for a heavy object. Both

of these methods   tave two other serious drawbacks; first,

if the fringe spacing is changed so must the driving ampli-

tude   A   such that A. Fringe Spacing/10; so large contour

intervals mean large driving amplitudes and lower driving

frequencies. Second, any system to drive even something

as light as a grating couples considerable vibration to

the surface on which it is mounted. Taking these problems

into consideration, fringe pattern oscillation by driving

either the object or the grating is feasible but it is not

without some fairly serious problems.

The final alternatives, oscillating either a  or  B

can be considered together since they both enter Eq. (38)

in the same way. Assume that  a  is varied sinosoidally

such that

a      a  + Asinwt                  (42)0
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where  a   is the bias angle and  A  is the amplitude of

oscillation. Substituting into Eq. (36)

I = C[14-tcos[ &(tans+tan(ao+Asinwt))]
] (43)

The magnitude of  A  must change the argument of the

cosine by  /2 (1/4 of a fringe) as sin(wt) varies from -1

to  1.     Choosing B =  00  and  a    = 450 (these values  make  the
0

fringe spacing equal to the grating spacing since

(tan00)+(tan450)  =  1) and substituting:

27Tz
(44)

I = C[1+tcos[-ir(tan(45'+Asinwt))]]

To satisfy the above condition, then

7 = -- -(tan (A+450)-tan(450-A))    .      (45)

2 2

which reduces to:

 - = tan(450+A)-tan(450-A)                (46)

From Eq. (46) it is apparent that the smaller  z  gets

the larger  A must be. It is necessary to establish a

reasonable lower limit on  z .
If z >1 Op then the maximum
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value for  A  occurs when z = 1 Op. Substituting this

value for  z  in Eq. (46) and solving for  A  the result

is found to be A=0.5'.  Half of a degree seems to be a

reasonable scan angle. However, the field size must also

be taken into account. If the diameter of the illuminating

beam is  D  and the diameter of the aperture of the scan-

ning system is  d , then the amplitude of the scanning

system scan angle A' = .5'(D/d).  For example, a typical

acousto-optic scanner has an aperture of about 3 mm, if the

system aperture is to be 10 cm then the deflection angle

A' is 33'.  These facts point out the trade-offs.  An

acousto or electro-optic deflector is the fastest avail-

able scanning system but since  A'  is limited to about

6', D is limited to 2 cm.  A better choice seems to be a

resonant scanner, at a resonant frequency of 2000 Hz

with d=7 m m A' can be as large as 10' permitting

apertures of up to 20 cm in diameter.

This approach eliminates many of the problems present

in the scheme which z is oscillated. For example, vibration

is no longer a problem since the mass of the oscillating

mirror is so small.  Also only one frequency and one ampli-

tude of oscillation are required for a variety of com-

binations of grating periods and object sizes. The primary

disadvantage of this system is the fact that the modu-

lation amplitude varies almost linearly with z , this
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means that if the fringe oscillation amplitude (peak to

peak) must lie in the range from 1/10 to 1/2 of a fringe

then only fringes 4 through 20 satisfy this condition

(where fringe number is z/p).

This system appears mechanically and optically

feasible and it also satisfies the four requirements

mentioned previously. It is now necessary to examine the

frequency components of the intensity function (Eq. 44)

to see if it is possible to uniquely determine the location

of maxima and minima of the fringe pattern. Eq. (44)

cannot be Fourier transformed in closed form and it must

be done numerically. Figure 2-5 shows the results of this

numerical integration for the fundamental frequency and

the first harmonic with

z = (1Op) to (llp)

A = .50

a  = 450
0

B = 00

At the maxima and minima of the fringe pattern, the magni-

tude of the component at the fundamental falls to zero

while the first harmonic component reaches its maximum.

From this graph it is apparent that if a method could be

devised to measure the magnitude of the component at the

fundamental frequency it would be possible to accurately

determine the location of the maxima and minima.
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This is similar to phase-locked interferometry in which

the amplitude of the fundamental frequency also goes to zero

at maxima and minima of the fringe pattern (see Figure 2-6).

The similarity between the amplitude  of the fundamen -

tal is illustrated in Figure 2-5. The only difference is

a slight growth in the amplitude of the sinosoid as  z

increases for the moire' system (Figure 2-7). Because of this

similarity, the method of fringe detection used in phase-

locked interferometry can be applied to the moire' system.

The concepts behind the implementation of phase-

locked moire' fringe detection are illustrated in Figure

2-8.  Assume that the fringe pattern is being oscillated

at a frequency  f  by changing the angle of illumination

as described previously.  At time t=0 the fringe pat-

tern is represented by  Il'  a  time ZI 
later the fringe

pattern has shifted to I2 and after half a period the

pattern has reached its maximum shift represented by I3.

A detector placed a position Pl will see a signal Sl

consisting primarily of a component at the fundamental

frequency f If the detector is shifted towards the

maximum to position P2 the detector signal is represented

by S 2 which has temporal frequency components at both  f

and 2f. Finally if the detector is centered on a maximum

at P3 it will see a signal S3 which has primarily a 2f com-

ponent and no component at the fundamental.
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The detected signal is filtered to extract the com-

ponents at  f  and 2f, the outputs of these filters are

represented by Fi and Ti respectively.  As was stated

previously a fringe maximum (or minimum)can be located by

noting when the amplitude of the fundamental goes to zero.

The magnitude of this signal is measured by sampling it

twice each cycle at t=0 and t= 1/2f represented by

the points  A  and  B . This generates two voltages

Va and Vb and when they are differenced they give the

error voltage VE which is representative of the distance

to the nearest maximum(or minimum). The sign of VE in-

dicates on which side of the fringe the detector is

located.  From Figure 2-5 it is seen that near a fringe

maximum or minimum the magnitude of the fundamental and

therefore VE' is linearly proportional to the distance

from the respective maximum (or minimum) . To lock on a

fringe VE is used to drive a motorized stage which changes

the distance from the object to the grating. The stage

is driven until the detector is centered on either a

maximum (or minimunD of the fringe pattern at which point

VE is zero and the motor stops.

To get a feeling for the accuracy of such a system

refer to Figure 2-5.  Notice that if the noise of the

system corresponds to 1/4 of the peak to peak amplitude

of the fundamental then the accuracy to which the position

of a fringe can be determined is about  fl/20th of a fringe.
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If this noise can be reduced to 1/10 of the peak to

peak amplitude then the accuracy is improved to better

than  il/50 of a fringe.



CHAPTER 3

EXPERIMENTAL WORK

3.1  Design Concepts

The theory of phase-locked moire'fringe analysis has

been presented and it has been shown that phase-locked

techniques make it possible to electronically locate the

maxima and minima of the fringe pattern. In this chapter

the design and operation of the instrument used to imple-

ment the concepts of phase-locked moire' fringe analysis

for contouring diffusely reflecting surfaces is presented.

There are certain constraints imposed upon the

system by the requirements placed on the final system

and by the theoretical approach to the problem given in

Chapter 2. The system is to be capable of contouring a

surface to an accuracy of one micron over a 10x10 cm

square field. The system is to contour a surface either

under computer control or as a real time system and do so

as rapidly as possible. Because the system is to be

versatile and able to contour objects of many different

sizes, the performance of the instrument is to be in-

variant with respect to object size (within the 10x10 cm

aperture) and mass.  Since the moire'theory closely

49
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parallels that of the Phase-Locked Interferometer the

electronic processing requirements of the two devices are

similar and the design of the circuitry is greatly simplifi-

ed by applying the technology developed for the Phase-Locked

system.

To contour an object a very simple approach is employ-

ed. The fringe pattern is imaged onto a detector and the

output of this detector is processed by the modified Phase-

Locked Interferometer Electronics (hence PLIM electronics),

an error voltage V ' is produced which is proportional to

the amplitude of the fundamental frequency component in the

detector signal. By mounting the object on a motorized

translation stage driven in the  z  direction by a d.c.

motor, the error voltage can be amplified and used to drive

the stage. If the detector is not located on the image of a

fringe, then the stage is moved until a fringe appears on

the detector at which point VE  goes to zero.  (In order

to avoid confusion it will be assumed that the electronics

always drive the stage to locate the image of a minimum of

,
the moire pattern on the detector. The electronics are

equally capable of locating a maximum by changing the sign

of VE:)  Once the system 'locks' on a fringe the image is

scanned across the detector by a mirror mounted on a gal-

vanometer (Figure 3-1) and the stage is driven to keep the

fringe  on the detector. Since a surface of constant phase  in

the moire'pattern, always lies the same distance from the
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grating, the surface profile is obtained by measuring the

stage position versus the position of the detector in the

image. This contouring scheme has a very useful property

which can be applied to the design of the imaging system.

To increase the efficiency of the detector the imaging

lens must have a low f-number and consequently a short
I

depth of focus. To obtain the best image of the moire

pattern the depth of focus should be approximately equal

to the distance between the grating and the object with

the plane of best focus bisecting this distance.  With

this system since the distance from the grating to the

point on the object being contoured is constant, the

0
optimum focal plane for the moire pattern is stationary.

Since the grating to object distance is required to be

much less than the distance from the grating to the imaging

lens the depth of focus requirement is easily satisfied.

Another feature of this contouring system is that

it is not necessary to know the fringe spacing Az. The

contouring process has no dependence on fringe spacing

since the detector is always locked on the same fringe.

This is not to say that the fringe spacing is not import-

ant,for it is the fringe spacing which determines the vertical

resolution of the system. This is a result of the fact

that the electronics are capable of locking onto any

fringe with the same accuracy expressed in terms of a

fraction of the fringe spacing. This feature also
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eliminates the need to know some of the system parameters

as accurately as would be necessary in a static system,

the two of primary importance are the incident illumination

ang le  a      and the grating period   p     . Even though    the    grat-

ing period need not be accurately known it must remain

constant across the grating. If it does not, the planes

of the fringes are not flat and a systematic error in

measurements made with that grating is introduced. It

would seem that,since the incident illumination angle

need not be known accurately, the same would be true of

the viewing angle  B  since they may be interchanged in

the contouring equations without altering the results.

The requirements on  B  come from another part of the

system, that is the imaging system. In order to maintain

an orthogonal view of the object and minimize the depth

of field problem, the viewing angle should be made equal

to zero to within .01 radian. This accuracy guarantees

that contouring errors introduced by non orthogonal view-

ing will be insignificant.

A requirement for contouring is that the position

of the grating relative  to  the  obj ect be known.    Al-

ternately if the object is held stationary on its mount-

ing stage, it is actually only necessary to know the

position of the stage relative to the grating.

There is also an accuracy requirement to measure the

stage position with a resolution of one micron. This
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measurement is accomplished by the use of a Fabry-Perot

interferometer which has one of its mirrors mounted on

the grating mount and the second mirror on the motor

driven stage. The interferometer is illuminated with some

of the light from the laser used to illuminate the grating.

If this light is from an argon laser operating at 0.5145

microns, then a transition from light to dark and back

to light again will occur for every .2673 micron change

in the stage to grating mount distance. By counting

the fringes in the interferometer the position of the

stage from some initial position can be determined to

within one half of the wavelength of the incident light.

This is well below the one micron accuracy required.
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3.2  Optical System

The optical system can be separated into 3 basic

sections each performing independent functions;

1)  the Fabry-Perot interferometer used to measure the

stage motion,  2) the scanning system used to oscillate

the angle of the illuminating beam on the grating and

3)   the imaging system which images the moire' pattern and

scans it across the detector.  A detailed drawing of the

system is given in Figure 3-1 and a photograph is shown

in Figure 3-2. The beam from the laser is first passed

through a beam expander where it is expanded to about

10 mm in order to match the size of the mirror on the

resonant scanner. The main expanded beam is incident on

the scanner mirror at about 22to causing the total de-

flection to be about 45'.  After reflection from the

scanner the beam is expanded once more up to its final

size of 60 mm and is incident on the grating at an angle

of incidence near 45'.  The moire'pattern is imaged by a

lens onto a detector after a reflection by a mirror

mounted on a galvanometer. To scan the image the gal-

vanometer is driven by a triangular wave. The amplitude

determines the field size.
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3.2.1  The Fabry-Perot

The Fabry-Perot interferometer consists of two

mirrors, one mounted on the grating holder and the second

on the motor driven stage. The axis of the interfero-

meter is defined by two 12 mm holes bored 25 mm from the

edge of each piece. The mirrors are cemented over the

holes on the inside surfaces of the two pieces with their

uncoated side facing the part. They are 25 mm diameter

mirrors which have been coated with a five layer dielectric

coating with peak reflectance of about 50 percent at

0.600 microns.

The incident illumination from the beamsplitter in

the main beam is parallel to the surface of the grating

holder and about two millimeters from its outside surface

passing directly over the hole for the Fabry-Perot.

Cemented over the hole is a 45-45-90 prism with 1.25 cm

square faces which reflects the beam into the cavity.

The output emerges from the hole at the rear of the object

stage.
The interface with the electronics package is

accomplished via a mounted detector which slides into

the output hole. Alignment of the cavity is done by

adjusting the angle of the grating mount with respect to

the object stage by the use of three adjusting screws.

The cavity must be aligned so that no more than one-half

fringe is present across a 5 mm circular aperture at the

center of the field. This assures a good output from the
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detector.

3.2.2  The Scanning System

The scanning system consists of a resonant scanner

and a beam expander. The scanner is of the torsion bar

type with a 10 mm diameter mirror mounted on one end of

a stiff metal rod which has its other end clamped solidly

in a mount, oscillation occurs about the longitudinal

axis of the rod. The scanning system optics expands the

10 mm diameter collimated beam of light from the scanner

by a factor of 6 to 60 mm.  The angular field must be

large enough to accept an input beam oscillating k3' to

produce the required t.5' oscillation of the beam at the

grating surface. Another design consideration is that

lateral beam movement at the grating during oscillation

must be minimized. If this is not done, then oscillation

of the beam position causes intensity oscillations on

the object because the intensity profile of the illuminat-

ing beam is not constant but Gaussian in cross-section.

These intensity oscillations generate a signal at the

detector of the same frequency as the signal generated

by the oscillation of the moire'pattern possibly masking

the desired signal completely. The scanning optics con-

sists of a beam expander which ideally images the scan-

ing mirror onto the grating. Because the grating and the

scanning mirror are at about a 65' angle to each other
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it is not  possible to image one onto the other.

because of the small angle of oscillation at the grating

it is sufficient to image the center of the scanning

mirror onto the center of the grating. A thin lens lay-

out of the system is given in Figure 3-3.

Lenses  Ll  and  L2  are chosen as a 10 cm focal

length 3 cm diameter lens and a 60 cm focal length 6.5 cm

diameter lens respectively.  The selection of these two

lenses sets d  at 70 cm.  The distance  t'  from  L2

to the grating must be at least 25 cm in order that the

grating can be viewed normally without obstruction by

L2 and its mount.  The selection of these parameters sets

t  at 10.97 cm.

3.2.3  Imaging System

The requirements on the imaging system are

minimal. In fact some image degradation is desirable so

that the system does not resolve the lines on the grating.

Distortion in the imaging system is a problem. For

precise measurements the distortion can be corrected in

the data processing done by the computer.

The imaging system consists of a 15 cm focal length

f/2.5 lens, a galvanometer with a 25 mm by 37 mm mirror

with its longer direction mounted horizontally and a

detector mounted behind a pinhole in the image plane of
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the lens. The arrangement of these components can be

seen in Figure 3-1. The magnification of the image is

adjusted by choosing the appropriate conjugate distances.
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3.3  Electronics and Signal Processing

The electronics controlling the moire' contouring are
12

an adapted version of the PLIM electronics  and the

majority of design concepts are similar.  A general des-

cription of the electronics is given here and the circuit

diagrams are located in Appendix I.

The functions performed by the electronics can be

separated into 5 subsections; 1) the analog section which

processes the signal  from the moire' pattern and drives

the motor to lock on a fringe,

2) the Fabry-Perot fringe counter which determines the

positionof the stage,  3) the image scanning electronics

which control the scan of the galvanometer, 4) the digital

section which interfaces the electronics with the computer

and  5) an A-D converter which converts the various analog

signals concerning galvanometer position, partial phase

and signal strength.  A block diagram of the processing

sequence is given in Figure 3-4.

3.3.1  Analog Processor

The analog processing section of the electronic

circuitry is the most complicated and the most important

of any of the electronic sections.  The performance of

this section determines the contouring accuracy of the

I /
moire system.

The modulated optical signal from the Moire pattern

is detected by a photodiode placed in the image plane of
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the imaging system as described in Section 3.2.3. This

signal is then amplified by a high gain limited bandwidth

amplifier which has its passband centered at 2kHz with

lower and upper cutoff frequencies of about 100Hz and

20kHz.  The amplified detector signal is fed into a volt-

age-controlled amplifier.  This functions to keep the de-

sired signal level constant independent of changes in

image intensity (this is simply an automatic gain control

circuit.)  The controlling voltage for the VCA is derived

from an envelope detector which detects the amplitude of

the 2kHz portion of the signal.

The output of the VCA is split and fed into two high

Q, tuned amplifiers, one tuned to 2kHz and the second tuned

to 4kHz.  The output of the 4kHz tuned amplifier is recti-

fied and integrated producing a signal which is proportion-

al to the magnitude of the first harmonic. A level de-

tector is used to examine this signal. The level indicates

when the detector is at a minimum of a fringe pattern

(see Fig. 2-6.)  The signal from the 2kHz tuned amplifier is

also processed by a level detector which controls the VCA.

The output of the 2kHz tuned amplifier is the signal

from which the error voltage VE' is derived.  This is

done by sampling the filtered signal at its maximum and

minimum with a sample and hold circuit. The two voltages

obtained are then differenced in a differential amplifier.

The output is the error voltage V '·  Because of the
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operation of the gain control circuitry, the error voltage

VE  is not linearly dependent on the error voltage VE

except near fringe maximum and minimum.

The next step is to use the error voltage to drive

the motor. To do this, the error voltage is fed into a

level detector and a rectifier generating two signals -

the sign of VE  and its absolute value, respectively.

The output of the level detector is used to control a

double throw 4 pole relay which switches the polarity of

the voltage on the field coil of the motor. The magni-

tude of VE  is amplified from 0 - 10 volts at the

output of the rectifier to 0-100 volts on the armature coil

of the motor. This completes the feedback loop for lock-

ing the detector onto a fringe.  Whether the system chooses

to lock on a maximum or minimum is determined by the sign

of the product of the field coil voltage and the error

voltage and is switchable by means of a manual switch in

the field coil circuit which controls the polarity of the

field coil.

Two parts of the analog circuit section of Figure

3-4 are important for the proper operation of the system.

The first snychronizes the operation of the sample and

hold with the optical signal.  The second generates com-

pensation signals which can be mixed with the incoming

signal at the VCA in order to cancel any background signals

at the frequencies of interest. Both of these functions
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are synchronized to the resonator through its driving

electronics. This is done through a TTL compatible

signal generated within the driver by a level detector

fed with a signal from a transducer in the resontant

scanner. The TTL signal is used as a reference signal by

a phase-locked loop which oscillates at 16kHz. The 16kHz

signal is divided by four to produce the reference signal

for the 4kHz compensation amplifier and divided by eight

to  produce a reference signal  at  2kHz. This signal  is  used

for the 2kHz compensation amplifier and as a reference for

the pulse generator  which is used to trigger the sample

and hold circuits.

3.3.2  Fringe Counter

The fringe counter keeps an accurate record of the

position of the stage relative to its initial position.

To do this, the counter must detect every fringe which

passes by the detector and note whether the fringe signifies

increasing or decreasing phase. The counter must also be

immune to spurious noise generated by vibrations of the

stage and grating mount. The circuitry used to implement

the fringe counter is relatively simple and is sketched

out in block form in Figure 3-4.

The intensity variations in the output of the Fabry-

Perot interferometer are detected by a silicon photodiode

and amplified to a five to ten volt amplitude level by
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the preamplifier. This signal is processed by a zero-

crossing detector to generate a TTL signal used as the

counting pulse. The level detector has been designed with

a large hysteresis loop of about one half of the signal

amplitude to eliminate any false counts due to vibrations.

The count pulses are finally directed to either the

count up or count down input on the counter depending on

the direction which the stage is being driven. The counter

itself  is  a  14 bit binary up- down counter allowing  it  to

keep track of about 4 mm of stage  movement.

To avoid overflow and underflow problems when taking data,

the computer sets the counter to the middle of its range.

In order to provide an analog signal proportional to the

stage position the lower order eight bits from the counter

are fed into a digital to analog converter.

3.3.3  Image Scanning Electronics

The image scanning electronics drive the galvano-

meter in a periodic  scan and output a signal which accurate-

ly represents the position of the mirror. This section

of the electronics is designed to operate completely in-

dependently of all other sections.

The electronics are separated into two parts, the

galvanometer control and the galvanometer driver. The

control contains a signal generator which produces a

triangular waveform with variable amplitude, offset  and
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frequency. These are adjustable by controls on the front

panel of the instrument. The control also allows the

scan frequency to be set to one of 3 predetermined

values  by a command  from the computer. Another option

which has been designed into the galvanometer control is

the provision for generating a signal to drive a second

galvanometer producing a raster type scan with 16 to

256 lines over a variable sized aperture.

The galvanometer driver takes the signal from the

control and amplifies it in order to drive the galvano-

meter. The driver also contains a feedback system which

accurately controls the position of the galvanometer

mirror through the use of a position transducer built

into the galvanometer.

3.3.4  Computer Interface

The computer interface (CI) allows the computer

to communicate with the system, permits the computer

to set up the conditions necessary to initiate a scan

and supplies the data and status information required by

the computer.

The interface consists of two ports, an input port and

an output port each with 16 bits.  The input port receives

a 16 bit word from the computer and the bits are assigned

as follows:
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Bit Function

0           Multiplex bit
1           x galvo on = 1 front panel = 0
2           y galvo on = 1, front panel = 0
3 Initiate stage position counter

4           Number of lines in scan-00,front panel;
5           01,16 lines;10,32 lines;11,64 lines

6           Period of scan - 00, front panel
7           01,medium speed;10,slow speed;11,high speed

8           not used
9           clear galvo counters
10           inhibit count of YSCAN

11           Galvo count up
12           Reset bit
13           not used
14 not used
15           not used

Bits 2,4,5 and 9-12 are used for controlling a second

galvanometer for use in a two dimensional scan and are

not currently in use. Bit zero is a multiplex bit and is

used to control which of the two data words are read.  If

the bit is set to logical one, then the data present at

the output port is the position of the stage. If the

bit is set to zero, then a number of status bits are read.

Bit 1 is used to switch on the galvanometer if it was not

turned on at the front panel. If this bit is set to one,

then the galvanometer switch on the front panel is over-

ridden. The galvanometer remains on until the bit is re-

set to zero at which point the front panel switch is re-

activated. Bit 3 is used to preset the fringe counter,

by changing the bit from logical 1 to 0 and back to 1 again.
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Bits 6 and 7 set the scan rate to one of three preset

values. If they are set to anything but 00 the scan rate

adjustment on the front panel is overidden and the computer

selected value is used.

The digital output of the phase locked electronics

is composed of two 16 bit words which are multiplexed

out through a single 16 bit output port by the multiplex

bit sent from the computer. If this bit is zero, then a

word consisting only of status bits is read.  At the present

time only two of these bits are activated. Bit 0 is equal

to the multiplex bit sent by the computer and is used to

verify the word being read. The only other activated bit

is 3.  This bit is set equal to zero if the signal from

the pattern is sufficient for proper analysis and one other-

wise. The second 16 bit word which is read when the multi-

plex bit is one,contains the value of the stage position

counter and two status bits. Bit  0  again contains the

multiplex bit which should now be a logical 1.  Bit 1,

the other status bit is zero if the data is in transition

and one if the data is stable. The fourteen highest order

bits contain the value of the counter.

3.3.5  Analog to Digital Converter

The Analog to Digital Converter is the second half

of the link from the phase-locking electronics to the com-

puter. This unit has four analog input channels which
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are sampled sequentially at rates of up to approximately

1,000 times per second. The output of the A-to-D is a

single 16-bit word coded as follows:

Bit Function

0(LSB) to 11 12 bit analog word
12,13 channel number (0,3)
15                      data change

Each of the four channels is assigned to a different

analog output from the modified PLIM electronics. Channel

0 is assigned to the position signal from the galvanometer.

Channel 1 is not being used in the current system. This

channel has been reserved for a second galvanometer when

two dimensional scanning of the object is employed. Channel

2 is assigned to the error voltage V .  Lastly channel 3

is assigned to the controlling voltage of the VCA in the

automatic gain control circuit.
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3.4  Data Processing

The experimental system is interfaced with a Data

General Nova 2/10 Computer equipped with 32k words of core

and a 5602 I/0 unit.  The data acquisition program, MOIREl

is quite extensive as it was originally written for a

production version of the Phase-Locked Interferometer.

The interferometer version of this program was altered

in details only to make it compatable with the moire'

system. Detailed error checks and two dimensional scan

capabilities remain in the program but have been bypassed

for MOIREl. These capabilities remain available for use

in future versions of this system.

In the current version of MOIREl only the multiple

x-scan capability of the program is in use. This section

of the program measures the surface profile along a single

line across the object. The output, which was designed

primarily to characterize spherical surfaces, consists of

the calculated values of surface power, tilt, asphericity,

peak to peak roughness and r.m.s. roughness.  Also the

profile can be plotted on an x-y plotter, stored in a

disk file or printed out in table form.

The multiple x-scan portion of the program performs

five functions. It reads in data, processes this data,

does a curve fit and plots the surface profile. The first part

of the program reads in five data words for each field

position.
These five words are the value of the stage
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position counter and the four channels of the A to D. The

data processing section takes three of these five words,

the error voltage, the automatic gain control voltage and

the fringe count and combines them to form the contour

height information. This combined data along with the

position of the galvanometer is scaled to real values, the

x-position in millimeters and the surface height in microns.

The third section of the program does a curve fit to the

scaled data.  This curve fit generates the values for power,

asphere, tilt and roughness mentioned previously. The

final portion of the multiple x-scan program plots the

scaled data providing a hard-copy record of the surface

profile.

For a more detailed description of the computer pro-

gram and a listing of the computer code see Appendix 2.

A complete description of the capabilities of the original

program for the phase-locked interferometer can be found

17
in the manual for the Phase Locked Interference Microscope.
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CHAPTER 4

RESULTS

This chapter examines the operation of the phase-

locked moire' system. The first section deals with the

operation of the optical system and the electronics. The

second section presents the results of surface measure-

ments done with the system and an analysis of its per-

formance.
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4.1  Optical System and Electronics

The optical system performs well, but it has two

sections which are very critical in terms of alignment.

The most sensitive section of the optical system is the

beam expander following the resonant scanner. Lateral

motion of the beam on the object surface due to the re-

sonant scanning system is a serious problem. If there is

the slightest lateral movement of the beam,a signal at

2kHz is generated because the cross section of the beam

is not uniform in irradiance. The magnitude of this signal

is usually equal to or greater than the magnitude of the

desired signal thereby masking it completely.  This problem

can only be eliminated by accurately imaging the center

of the scanning mirror onto the center of the grating

surface. It is found experimentally that this requires

the first lens of the beam expander to be located with

better than one millimeter accuracy.

The imaging system is also very sensitive to align-

ment and focus. For best operation the imaging lens is

aligned by autocollimation from the grating surface. The

lens is followed by the galvanometer which is set at 45'

to the optical axis. Finally the detector is located in

the image plane of the fringe to be used for contouring.
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The analog signal processing which takes the detector

signal and converts it to an error voltage did not work

as well as had been expected. This section did a fine

job digging the optical 2kHz signal out of the optical

background noise. In fact the rejection of 120Hz

was so great that the system will work even with the room

lights on. The problem is a fluctuation in the amplitude

of the 2kHz filtered signal when all possible optical

sources of noise are removed. This fluctuation causes a

like fluctuation in the error voltage
VE'

Filtering the

error voltage over a period of about 20 cycles (.01 sec)

eliminated the majority of the noise but there is still

some left at lower frequencies. It is this noise which

appears to be the limiting factor for the minimum opti-

cal signal strength required for processing.

The Fabry-Perot fringe counter has excellent ac-

curacy.  When correctly adjusted,it is not subject to

error due to room noise or motor vibrations. Extra counts

due to noise were only recorded when the optical table

was struck sharply. The only problem with the counter

occurs if the motor suddenly changes direction. This

occurs because there is a lag between the time the motor

changes direction and the time the stage changes direction.

Since the direction of the counter is determined by the

direction of the motor, the count direction changes before

the stage direction does thereby causing a counting error.
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The operation of the motorized stage is not as

smooth as it could be due to the properties of the motor

drive. The motor requires a minimum initial voltage on

the armature to start rotation. Once rotation begins

the voltage needed to sustain it is much less. The com-

bination of these two factors causes the motor to move

in steps of one-tenth to one-quarter of a fringe spacing.

These steps can be smoothed by adding the error voltage

as a correction. This is easily done in software since

the error voltage is one of the values available from

the A to D. The stepping also limits the speed of a scan

because the jumpy motion causes the system to slip from

one fringe to the next during a scan.
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4.2  Measurements and analysis

Measurements were made with the phase-locked Moire

system while interfaced with the Nova computer.  This

system is the same as that already described but with two

exceptions. First, the angle of illumination could

not be made equal to 45' due to space limitations on the

optical table.  The angle which was used is 32.50flo.

Secondly a HeNe laser had to be used to illuminate the

Fabry-Perot cavity on the grating mount while the grating

illumination was provided by an Argon ion laser operating

at .5145w.

Surface measurements were first done on a ground glass

surface which had been painted white. The purpose of

the paint was to maximize the diffuse reflectance of the

surface in order to form high contrast fringes. The

electronics were checked out using the analog output cap-

ability of the system and a dual trace oscilloscope. Con-

tours can be observed on the oscilloscope if the galvano-

meter position is used as the horizontal input and the

output of the D-to-A on the fringe counter is used as

the vertical input.

Once the instrument is adjusted and the contour on

the oscilloscope looks good, the computer is used to take

data.  The first measurements, recorded the output of the

fringe counter versus the galvanometer position. Since

the motor drives the stage in steps, a graph of the data
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had the form of a staircase.  An example of this stair-

case phenomena is illustrated in Figure 4-1.  This

graph represents the surface profile of a spherical

glass surface.

The next step was to scale the error voltage and add

it to the fringe count in order to smooth out the steps.

The program, MOIREl, has the capability of converting the

error voltage to a number of fringe counts and adding it

to the value of the stage position counter. The equation

used to perform the converstion is

(VE + VO)VF = FC (47)

where VE is the error voltage, VO is the offset voltage,

VF is the number of fringes per volt and FC is the fringe

count correction. A number of measurements were made and

the optimal values were found to be .85 volts for the off-

set voltage and 25 fringes/volt for the scaling factor.

Figure 4-2 illustrates the effect of this correction.

This contour was made from the same surface as Figure 4-1

but with the addition of the error voltage as a correction.

Once the contours had been smoothed out the system

was checked for repeatability and retrace accuracy. Re-

trace accuracy is the ability of the instrument to produce

the same contour irrespective of the direction of the

galvanometer scan.  This was done by making six consecutive

measurements of the same painted glass surface over a
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time long enough so the galvanometer does a complete scan

in each direction. Three values were measured from each

graph. These values were; 1) the maximum retrace error,

2) the typical retrace error representing the average

maximum error excluding the point at which the maximum

error occurred and  3) the height of the graph at half

field. These measurements were made with an image magni-

fication equal to one, a pinhole size of one millimeter

and a scanning speed of .1 centimeters per second.

The average maximum error for this group was 25u .

The grating used had a period of 127u  which converts to

a contour interval of 200u when the angle of incidence is

32.5'.  In terms of a fraction of the contouring interval

the maximum error was one-eighth of a fringe. The maximum

error. E observed was 32w . The average typical error,
'  max

E    observed was 11# with a maximum E of 12u correspond-
typ typ

ing to slightly more than one-twentieth of the contouring

interval.  The average height at half field was 94.Ou with

values between 89.2# and 102.8* . If the one value of

102.89 is thrown out then the remaining measurements all

lie in a range of 5# . The graph in which the half field

height is 102.8  is atypical due to an inconsistent down-

ward dip near the z=0 axis which is not present in the

other graphs. One of the contours generated for this test

is shown in Figure 4-3. The point of maximum error clear-

ly occurs in the upper left hand corner of the graph.  This
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is typical of the entire set and is due to the fact that

some of the steps are not completely eliminated by the

addition of the error voltage. This error can be cor-

rected in one of two ways. The first and most desirable

method is to smooth out the motor drive thus eliminating

the steps entirely.  Another possible solution is to write

a subroutine for MOIREl which scales the error voltage

separately for each step by matching the data before and

after each step. If this problem is corrected then the

remaining retrace error is represented by E and is
typ

primarily due to signal noise in the detector and pre-

amplifier.

The repeatability of the half-field height measurement

looks promising since it is consistent to within 1/40th

of the contouring interval. These results indicate that

it should be possible to obtain repeatable accuracies of

tz/40 with a modification of the motor drive and some work

on the analog signal processing.

An example of resolution of surface structure less

than lou in amplitude is exhibited in Figure 4-4. The

contour interval in this case was 200u . This graph is

the surface profile of another spherical surface which has

also been painted white. The structure at the bottom

of the graph appears on five consecutive measurements.

Examination of the object shows the structure to be due

to a defect in the paint.
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The discussion thus far has been concerned with the

repeatability of the measurements. Another parameter of

equal importance is the absolute accuracy of these measure-

ments. In order to check the absolute accuracy of the

system a special test object was used. This object has

a "V" shaped groove 290t10u in depth and 9 mm in width.

The sample was mounted as nearly parallel to the grating

as possible with an estimated slope error of no more than

20w over a 10 mm width.  The instrument was then set up

to contour one of the sloped faces of the groove from top

to bottom. Two measurements were made with a 200w con-

touring interval, one of the graphs is shown in Figure

4-5.  The measured groove depths from the two graphs are

285# and 3009 with an error of 20u or Az/10. The magni-

tude of the error in this measurement is greater than what

is normally observed. This is due to the fact that the

pinhole size was large in relation to the fringe spacing

in the image. The measured values of the groove depth

both agree with the actual value within the experimental

error of the instrument.
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One of the possible applications of this instrument

is to contour machine parts which unfortunately, are rare-

ly painted white. To show that objects with metallic sur-

faces can be contoured two such objects were measured.

The first object was Washington's face on the front of a

quarter.  The graph of the data is shown in Figure 4-6.

Observe the retrace error at the upper right, this has a

maximum error of about 290 . From a visual inspection of

the surface the upper part of the curve appears to be the

best representation of the surface. The second metallic

object chosen for contouring is a gear cutter used in the

production of Wankel Engines (Figure 4-7).  Again observe

the retrace error which, at two separate points is clearly

caused by the jumpy operation of the motor.

Attempts were made to contour a ground glass surface

but it has not yet been possible to obtain a fringe pat-

tern with high enough contrast. The limiting factor ap-

pears to be due to light transmitted by the ground surface

and then backscattered by the rear surface washing out

the shadow pattern of the grating. Since the contrast of

the shadow is reduced a corresponding reduction in the

contrast of the moire' pattern is observed.

In its current configuration the instrument has two

major limitations. The primary limitation which was

mentioned previously is the slow scanning speed.  An in-

crease in the current speed by a factor of two is possible
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without introducing contouring errors, any further in-

crease is not feasible unless the motor drive is modified.

The second limitation is in lateral resolution which is

limited to one millimeter by the size of the pinhole.  Be-

cause of the signal to noise ratio of the electronics,the

required optical signal strength forces the minimum pin-

hole size to be no less than one millimeter.

At this point mention should be made about the type

a

of grating best suited for moire contouring. The two

most commonly available gratings are chrome on glass and

emulsion on glass. The emulsion on glass gives a much

higher contrast than the chrome on glass. This results

from the fact that the dark lines on the emulsion grating

absorb the light which strikes them while the chrome bars

scatter some light to the observation point thus reducing

fringe contrast. Even though the contrast is lower with

a chrome on glass grating it is still suitable for con-

touring. An example of a measurement made with a chrome

on glass grating is shown in Figure 4-8, where the object

has a white, painted surface. Notice again the retrace

error due to the jumpy operation of the motor.
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CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY

The results presented in the previous chapter show

that automated contouring of diffuse surfaces by moire'

shadow techniques and phase-locked fringe detection is

feasible. Further development of this instrument could

result in a very useful tool for many laboratory and manu-

facturing applications. This chapter assesses the operation

of the phase-locked moire' contouring system and makes

recommendations for future work.
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5.1  Conclusion

One of the primary goals of this instrument is the

capability of automatically contouring surfaces with a verti-

cal resolution of one micron. The results show repeatable

accuracies represented by the value of E of one-twentieth
typ

of a fringe. This implies that one micron resolution

would require a grating with a period of about 12 microns

producing a 20 micron contouring interval. From Eq. (29)

it is found that a 12 micron grating only has a contouring

depth of about 70 microns. Since contouring must be done

on no less than the fourth fringe from the grating to

produce useful modulation a grating of this period cannot

be used. There are indications that resolution in the

tz/40 range are possible with some modification. If this

is achieved then one micron resolution is feasible, using

a grating with a 25 micron period producing a 40 micron

contouring interval. Such a grating would have a usable

contouring depth of about seven fringes.

Measurement of ground glass surfaces was one of the

objectives which prompted a desire for a system of this

type.  Because of the properties of ground glass such

measurements have not been possible. The solution to this

problem may be in finding a method for coating the surface

with a very thin layer of some light scattering substance

such as white paint or a fine white powder.  Of course

any such coating would be required to be non-destructive
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and easily removed.

The scanning rate currently used to make measurements

is about fifteen seconds per line. At this speed a six-

teen line two-dimensional scan would take about four

minutes. This represents an increase in contouring speed

by more than an order of magnitude over the photographic

techniques now in use. Certain improvements in the e-

lectronics can speed this up even further.

The scanning rate is limited by two characteristics

of the electronics. One problem which has already been

mentioned is the stepping action of the stage drive.

The second limiting factor is the time constant of the

filter used to clean up the error voltage. If these problems

are remedied,a scanning speed of five to ten times the

current value would be possible thus reducing data ac-

quisition time to less than one minute for a sixteen line

scan. Such an improvement is desirable if the instrument

is to be practical in a production environment where large

numbers of objects need to be measured.

In order for this system to realize its full potential

a number of modifications need to be made. The most im-

portant is the operation of the motor drive. It is im-

perative that the motion of the stage be smoothed out if

repeatable, accurate measurements are to be made. One

approach to this problem is to install a regulated speed

control on the motor. This produces a constant motor
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speed which is directly proportional to the magnitude of

the error voltage signal. An alternative approach is to

replace the analog D.C. motor with a digital stepping

motor.  The motor would be driven by a train of pulses

whose frequency is proportional to the magnitude of the

error voltage. Such a motor would be required to move the

stage in sub-micron steps in order to assure resolution

in the one to ten micron range.

A second important modification is concerned with

improvement of the signal-to-noise ratio in the analog

signal processor. This can be done by designing a quieter

amplifier section and replacing the preamplifier with a

lock-in amplifier.  When installing the lock-in amplifier

there is  the important consideration concerning chopping

frequency. This must be at least ten times the value of

the highest frequency of interest present in the optical

signal. Such a consideration would require a chopping fre-

quency of at least 40kHz.  With these improvements it should

be possible to realize an improvement in the signal to

noise ratio by one order of magnitude.

Once the stage drive and processing electronics are

improved an imaging system capable of two dimensional

scanning should be installed. This will require a redesign

of the imaging optics such that they are capable of scan-

ning the complete aperture with a minimal amount of dis-

tortion. An additional feature of the imaging system
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which could prove itself very useful is the capability

of variable image magnification. Also a new set of optics

for the illuminating beam scanning system is needed since

the current arrangement does not have a large enough

aperture to completely illuminate the grating.

The final step in modifying the hardware is to set up

a number of status bits so the computer can discriminate

between good and bad data and shut down the system if

need be. These status bits should be of a diagnostic

nature so that the problem can be easily remedied.  There

are two common occurances which disrupt contouring and

are primary candidates for status bits. The most frequent

error is the phase-locked loop which synchronizes the

sample and hold with the resonant scanner either shifts

phase or looses lock completely.  The second common problem

is that the object will run into the grating if a fringe

of too low an order (where the order number is z/Az) is

used for contouring. When either of these conditions occur

the computer should be notified and the stage drive dis-

abled to prevent damage to the grating.

Currently the phase-locked moir4 system is competitive

with   the maj ority  o f other moire' contouring methods mention-

ed previously. Once these improvements have been made

this instrument should be capable of contouring diffuse

objects with moderate speed and with resolution approach-

ing one-fourtieth of a contour interval.  With this type
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of performance phase-locked moire' will be superior  to  any

other moire technique now in use.

A drawback of this instrument is that the size of

the object is limited.  Even if the system is scaled up

in size, the size of available gratings will impose a

limit. This is a problem of the mechanics of the system.

The electronics on the other hand are capable of analyzing

any oscillating fringe pattern. For this reason future

work in this area should be directed towards developing

a method for producing oscillating moire patterns  on

objects of any size.

If the goals put forth in this final chapter can be

accomplished phase-locked moire'contouring will prove to

be an extremely versatile measuring instrument for the

characterization of diffuse surface profiles.



APPENDIX 1

BOARD DESCRIPTIONS

Al Amplifiers and filters the detector signal from

the moire'pattern.

Contains automatic gain control, 4kHz tuned

amplifier, 2kHz tuned amplifier and level detectors
for the DC  bias level and AC signal level.

Trimpots include; DC too high, DC too low, AC
too high, AC too low.

A2 Generates the pulses for the sample-and-hold
compensation circuits, rectifies the error voltage
and drives the motor direction relay.

Contains Phase-Locked Loop, pulse generators for
the sample-and-hold and compensation circuits.
It also contains the rectifier and level detector
for the error voltage.

Trimpots include adjustments for the phase and
aperture of the sample-and-hold pulses, Phase-
Locked Loop frequency, motor speed and the switch-

ing voltage for the error voltage level detector.

A3 Produces the error voltage and generates the com-
pensation signals at 2kHz and 4kHz.

Contains the sample-and-hold and related ampli-

fiers and filters. It also has the logic and
tuned amplifiers for producing the compensation

signals.

Trimpots include error voltage offset and gain
adjustments and four phase and amplitude adjust-
ments for producing the desired compensation
signal.

FC Detects and counts fringes from the Fabry-Perot
interferometer on the object stage.

100
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Contains the fringe detector, counting logic,

14-bit binary counter and a Digital-to-Analog
converter which generates an analog output of

the stage position.

Trimpot for voltage output range of D-to-A con-
verter.

M.D. Amplifiers and switches the rectified
error voltage to drive the motor.

Contains motor direction switching relay and
power amplifier.

R.D. Drives the resonant scanner and generates the
synchronization signal for the Phase-Locked Loop.

Contains a driving amplifier, amplitude stabili-
zation for the scanner and a pulse generator.

Trimpot for adjusting the amplitude of the mirror
oscillation

SC Contains the rectifier for the motor power

supply, power switch and motor direction switch.
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Board Location

Box #1
Board Slot

A-3                             1
A-2                              2
A-1                             3
FC                             4
DDIN                             5
LED                              6
GALA                             7
GALB                             8
DDOUT                            9
CI                               10

Box #2

Board Slot

Galvanometer Regulator               1
Galvanometer Driver                  2

R.D.                              3
M.D.                                                               4

Regulator(5V,+15V,-15V)              5
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APPENDIX 2

COMPUTER OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

The software which controls the PLIM and analyzes

the data has been written for a Data General Computer

which is equipped with a 5602 unit.  The data acquisition

program, MOIREl, requires 32K of core in Fortran
IV. Due

to the complexity and the size of the programs a series

of overlays and swaps were necessary to minimize the amount

of core necessary. The graphing and contour plotting

routines are swapped with the main programs. The data is

passed from one program to the other through the unlabeled

common which is the same in both programs. The two pro-

grams are compiled and loaded independent of one another

and the graphing or plotting SV file is called by the main

program. The overlay structure consists of three areas:

1)  the main program, MOIREl, and three small programs

which are used by many of the programs  2) six programs

which are called by the main program  3) a number of pro-

grams which are called by the six programs in the first

overlay segment. The program MOIREl has some extensive

output when a diagnostic print code is used. For this

reason, there are two output devices: the teletype or crt

123
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which is used for prompts and the line printer which is

used for long write statements. The device codes are

set in MOIREl.  To aid in tracing errors which may arise,

the subroutines in which the write statements occur are

printed in the left margins.  This program is loaded using

the command line THIMK.

MOIREl Prints   out "A.C. MOIRE"

Prompts for the print code. There are four print

codes.

0 = no output (uses default values)

1 = partial output

2 = partial output

3 = diagnostic output

START The values of the galvanometer scaling factors

and laser wavelength are set in this sub-

routine.

MOIREl Prompts with the option to bypass the multiple

x  scan for the microstructure measure-

ment. 1 is the bypass  code.

TSCAN Prompts with the option to bypass the noise

trace. 1 is the bypass code.  This sub-

routine should be bypassed.
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FOUR If the multiple  x  scan has not been bypassed,

prompts  with  "NPTS=. " The number  of  data

points should be entered as a three digit

number. (300 is the default number.)

PHASEl The data is then taken. For output codes great-

er than zero, the MK1 value is printed out.

At this point, checks are made on the multi-

plex bit and data bit. A check is made to

see if there is sufficient light to make a

measurement.

STOR2 Prompts  with  "TYPE  1 TO STORE  RAW  DATA.
" If

1 is entered, a filename will be requested.

The data is then stored on the computer

disk under the chosen filename and can be

re-analyzed using the program ACMITT. There

is also an option to print the data at

this point.

For diagnostic output, 3 , the bit values and the

x,y and phase values are printed out.

Each data point is checked to verify that the

x,y and phase data are not out of bounds.

If it is found that the point is not within

the desired range, the message "X,Y OR

PHASE OUT OF BOUNDS" is printed out and

the point is eliminated.
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For diagnostic output, 3 , prints out the bit

configurations and x,y, and phase data for

each point.

Prints "OVER HALF OF THE DATA POINTS HAVE BEEN

ELIMINATED" if insufficient data points

remain. If this error message is returned,

fitted values will probably be incorrect.

SCALE Prompts with the option to print the scaled data.

1 to print the x, y and phase value with

the corresponding point number.

FOUR Prints "ERROR IN PHASE MEASUREMENTS" if an error

occured in the subroutine PHASEl.

FIT With diagnostic print code, prints the matrix

values and the coefficients

DMATEQ Prints "MATRIX DETERMINANT  IS ZERO". If the

determinant is too small.

FIT Prints the seven coefficients of A +A x+12

A3y + A4x2 + A5y2 + A6xy + A7(x2 + 72)2

Prints the fitted values with and without an

asphere fit, including the xtilt, ytilt,

power, cylinder, asphere, maximum and

minimum x values, x and y shifts, phase

maximum and minimum.

Prompts with "TYPE 1 TO REMOVE TILT AND POWER"
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FOUR Prints out peak to peak and rms values

Prompts  with "TYPE  1  to PLOT OUTPUT". There

is a delay before the computer responds

since the programs are swapped in.

Program returns to PHASE 1 and takes two more

sets of data.

YSCAN Prompts  with  "TYPE  1 to BYPASS YSCAN". This

subroutine should be bypassed.

MOIREl A number of options can be listed out

0 to end output

1 to print data:  The data printed includes

the identification number, the date of

measurement, the nominal radius of

curvature, the actual radius of curvature,

the power error, the departure from a

sphere, the rms and peak to peak rough-

ness, the asphericity and the cylinder

2 to measure another sample on the block:

Prompts with "SET MANUAL STAGE" and con-

tinues with the microstructure measure-

ments

3 to store data on disk: This option is not

included in the software

4 to measure a new sample block: Prompts

with  "Insert  Lens".

5 to list the options
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6 to remeasure the wavefront: Continues

with the YSCAN and XYSCAN.
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COMMON BLOCKS

COMMON/A/

IRAY (3) Used in XRAY calls

JRAY (1)

COMMON/B/
LAFILE (10) buffer
LBFILE filename
LCFILE (10) buffer

COMMON/C/
KTTYO output device
KTTYI input device
KBl board to 5602  a/d to computer

KB2 board to 5602 PLIM to computer
KB3 board to 5602 computer to PLIM
KB4 not used
KOUT print code variable
KDUM dummy variable
KLPT auxiliary output device

(line printer)

COMMON/D/
XID (20) identification numbers

XNA (5)

COMMON/E/
I7                channel for overlay
IST used in overlay
I8                not used
KZ
KY
I<X

COMMON/F/
XFIR a/d coordinates of first data

pt (YSCAN)
YFIR a/d coordinates of first data

pt (YSCAN)
YX (64) y  data (YSCAN)
PPQ (64) phase data (YSCAN)
NLINE total number of points (YSCAN)

COMMON
X(500) x data

Y(500) y data
PH(500) phase data
NPTS number of data points
PII scale factor for contour plotting

IQ(10) unused array
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P

TYPE THIMK
MOTRE] DBIN BRCUT LINE IMOTl,FCURM,MC

T2,XYSCRM,YSCRN,TSCRN] A

[STAPT•7 IPA MOT07 7 TCK SUM DIF WYTE TOBYTE,PHASM 1 YRA
Y6,WPITM3,MASSAJ,-

SCALEM,SMOOTH,THRCM,FIT DMATE¢,DEV,M
ATCH•FIXXY,STOPEt,STOR2] FUN

P

EXTEFNAL WELFOFZ,OBUSS, POWERS

EXTE FNPL TAYL.OF, t.:LFH,VPNHEE'L

EXTEFNAL NEVES,FYAN,SANCHFZ

EX lE FNPL   HAFDY, ISA PC,JACOFI,KINGS,LPMF, MOO FE

EXTERNPL AFFE, FOFN, COFNU, rOVE, FAFPY

COMMON./A/ IEAY(4),JFAY(1)

COMMON /P, LAFILE(10),LPFILE,LCFILE(10)

COMMON /C,   KT TYO, KTTY I , KPI,KEE, KE·'3, KED, KOUT, KDUM

COMMON/D/ XIr(PU),XNA(5)

COMMON  X(50U ) ,Y(5 U U) ,P H(5 U U) ,N P T S, PI I,I Q(I U)

COMMON/E/I 7,IST,IB,KZ,KY,KX
COMMON/F, XFIR,YFIR,YX(64),FFC(64),NLINE

DIMENSION ED(5),PP(7)

DOUPLE PRECISION P(7),DET
KTTYI=11
KTTYO=10
KDISt=2
KPl=VOK
X52=21K
KF 3=22K

C    SFT CHANNEL FOR DISK WRITING IN STORFl
KF4=8
MDI=lK

MD2=2K
M r3= 3K
Mr#=7777K
M [5=40 UOOK

MD6=7K
M27=11K
M£12=10%
FER2=93UU.
FERE=lU.*PERy

PER4=PEP2
C     :EP- IS PEPIOr OF SCAN IN MSEC

PER1=2500.
I 7=7

NTIM=0
IST=U
WRITE(KTTYO, 1362)

1362 FORMAT(" 4 21 * 1 A.C. MOIRE **** -,//)
WRITE(KTTYO, 1085)

1 U85 FORMAl'(- ENTER PRINT CODE. U=NONF, 1=SOME,2=ALL ",Z)

FEP D(KTTYI,1 086) KOUT

1086 F O R M A T(I  l )

KE F= 1

C  TEMFORPRY EYPASS
IG-1
GO    'ID     533

b: FI lF (K TTYO ,-1-U Ef 7 )
-



1087 FOr.MPT(- TYFF 1 TO PYFASS Z MOTICN 7,

F F A r(K T T Y I,  1 0 8 6)     I G
533 CPLL   OVOF-N (1 7, "MOIREl.OL",IE ERS) 131

IF(IERFS-1) 13,348,13
13  WPITE(KTTYO, 1054·) IFFRS,KEP
1054 FORMATC - ERROR IN LOADING OVERLAY. IER=",I*," KER=",I#)

GO TO 15
348 CALL OVLO[1(I7,HARDY,IST, IEFRS)
C MOVES STAGE TO FDTTOM

CALL  M01'1 (JZF Q,JZFP, KFC,KFP,JER, ZFCL, IG)

C    MIC.FOSTRUC\URE
- READS 4 LINES

3481 WRITECKTTY O,    1088)

1088 FORMAT(" TO BYPASS MULT X SCAN TYPE 1 -,Z)
READ(KTTYI,1086) IH
CALL OVOPN(I 7,"MOIREt.OL",IEFFS)
CALL OVLOD(I 7,GAUSS,IST, IEFRS)
CALL TSCAN(PER#,IER)
CALL OVLOD(I 7,ISAAC,IST,IEEPS)
CALL FOUT( IH,PERl,XEMS, XFP, IER)
CALL OVLOD(I7,JACOPI,IST, IFRPS)
JER=1
CALL  MOT2(IG,JEF, KF Q,KFF,JC,JF, NS Q, NSF)

99 CALL OVLOD(I 7, TAYLOR, IST, IEPRS)
NPTS=64
PE F.3=9 25 O U.

CALL YSCAN(NPTS,PERJ, IER)
CALL OVLOCCI7,KINGS,IST, IERPS)
IFCIERRS-1) 13,655,13

655 CALL XYSCAN< FEE.2,JER)
CALL rrOUT(K23,0,IEF)

c            GO    TO     15

18 WRITE(KTTYO,1021)
1021 FORMAT (1H,1 X,"TYPE U TO END OUTPUT",/,2X,

1 -TYPE 1 TO PFINT PATA-,/,2X,

2"TYPE 2 7'0 MEASURE ANOTHEP SAMPLF ON FLOCK-,/,2X, TYPF 3 TO

3"STORE rATA ON DISK",/,2X,"TYPE 4 TO MEASUFF NEW SAMPLE PLOC
4,/,2X,"TYPE 6 TO REMEASURE WAVEFRONT")

15    WRITE (KTTYO,1022)
1022 FORMAT (- OUTPUT NUMPEF (TYPE 5 TO LIST OUTPUT OPTIONS) ",2

READ (KTTY I,1 0 0 5)     I F

1005 FORMAT(I  l  )

IP=IP+1
WRITE(KTTYO, 1 UUS) IP
GO TO (9,10,360,14,348,18,99) IF

C        THE MANUAL STAGE MUST  FE  RESET  TO TEST OF'FAXI S LENSES

360 XDQ=5.2+XIr(20)/10.
WRITE<KTTYO,3000) XDQ

3000 FORMAT("   SET MANUAL STAGE   10   -,F6.2,"   CM")

PAUSE
C     MOVE STAGE TO GET MICFOSTFUCTUPE
C JER=1 MOVES STBGE FFOM MICROSTRUCTUPE POSITION TO XYSCAN FO

C    JER-1 MOVES STAGE IN OPFOSITE EIRECTIOM
JER=-1
CALL OVLOD(I 7,JACOFI,IST, IFFPS)
CALL  MOT2(IG, JER,KFQ,KFP, JQ,JF, N SQ, N SP)
GO  TO  3481

9     WRITE (KTTYO,1 U23)
l U 23 FORMAT C - END OF PEOGRAM")

C ALL     FE SF T

STOP
10    WRITE (KTTYO,10 24 3
1024 FORMAT (//,- * * ii · * * * *4 3 3* * $1 .1 * * ; ' 9 * * * <7>    ")

WRITE (KTTYO, 1825) L.PFILE,(XIE·(I),I-7,9),XIP(2),XID(6),XID.(1

1(XIr (I) ,I=1 0,1 1) ,X I D(1 3) ,X I T(l e) ,X I D<1 9)

1025 FORMAT (iX,- ir·ENTIFICATION NUMPEF -,Slu,/,2*,
i " r, AT r- ri r       EL·  j.C I T C: ·M 1.' UT .. - '2 C K' : -  11 -1 Y l  . / . Ly.-



2 NOMINAL FBEIUS OF CURVATUTE=-,FF.4," MM-,/,2*,
E"ACTUAL PADIUS OF CLIPVP TUPE=-,78.4," MM-,/,LX, 132

6"POWEF EFF'OF'=",Flu.4, " RINGS-,/,2X,
3"DEPARTUF'E FROM SPHERE=",Flu.4, " FINGS-, /,27,
4"EMS FOUGHNESS=",F10.4," PNGSTROMS",/,2X,
5"PEAK TO PEAK ROUGHNESS=",F 10.b," ANGSTFOMS",/,2X,

..

7 -ASPHERICITY=-, Fl U. a, - FINGS", /,2X, "CYLIN rER= , Fl O.4,
WRITE (KTTYO,1026)

1026 F'O RMAT (//, „ ** '****4:***1#*****4**44 „)
GO TO 15

C     STORE DATA
14 CONTINUE

EN D

OVERLAY ISAAC

SUEROUTINE  FOUR( IH, FET.1, XEMS, ZPF, IER)
EXTE FN AL RYAN,POWERS

EXTEFNAL  CO FNU, [OVE, FAERY,LAME,MOORE,NEVES
COMMO N/ C / KTTYO,KT TY I , KE 1 , KP2, KE'3, l<Fb,KOUT, KDUM
COMMON/L>/ XID(20),XNA(5)

COMMON   X(5 0 0) ,Y(5 0 0) ,P H(5 U U) ,N P T S,P I I,J Q(1 0)
COMMON/E/ I7,IST, IB,KZ,KY,KX
COMMON APCD(10>,DTAFL, PCrE(10)
DIMENSION XRMS(5),XFP(5),FP(7),IA(4,512),IZ(512)
DOUELE FRECISION 8(7),PET,YSH,XSH
MK1=2056K
MK3=3051JK

MK4=6056K
IOG=0
IGH=O
CALL  [DOUT(KP),MKO, IER)
GO  TO  171

DO 17 I=1,3
CALL  r'DOUT( KPJ,MKZI,IER)
CALL DDOUT(KP3,MKl,IER)

17           CON T INUE
171 C O N T I N U E

IF(IH-1) 341,15,15
341 W P I T E(K T T Y O,1 0 2 7)

1027 FORMAT(
-

NPTS=",Z)
FEAD(KTTYI, 1028) NPTS

1028 FORMAT(I 3)
M FTS=N PT S

KER=3
NTIM=PERl/EPTS
60 TO 857

13 WRITE(KTTYO,11154) IERFS,KER
l U 54 FORMAT( ERROR IN LOADING OVERLAY. IER=",Ia,

"

" KER=", I £1:

GO TO 15

257 DO 37 L=l,3
KER= 4

JER=1
NPTS=MPTS

CALL OVLOD(I7,COFNU,IST,IFFFS)

IFCIEFFS-1) 13,342,13
342 CALL   PHASE 1 (MI<l,NTIM,NPTS,JEF.,IA, I Z,LMBY,LMIN)

CALL OVLOD(17, POWERS, IST, IEPRS)
CALL STOR2(N FTS, IA, I Z)
IF (JER) 62,62,771

62 CALL OVLOD(I 7,LAMP,IST, IEFFS)
CALL WRIT(IA, IZ,NFTS,MMAX,XF, YF)

IF (JER) 60,60,771 2 :  -,
t#'. 1

. " BA' ' r. T I ., r-' I  I '-7  ,r'[·rc TC* , rn=/\



CALL SCALE(N FTS,-L--BX, LMIN,MKI,MAAR> 133
IF(JER) 771,77,772

771 W R I T E C K T T Y O,9 0 6 9)     J E P

9069 FORMPT(- ERROR IN PHASE MEASURE'ME'NTS. JFP=-,I 3)
GO TO 37

772 IFCJER-1) 77,77,771
77 CALL. OVLOI)(I7,DOVE,IST, IERRS)

KER=5
, IFCIEPRS-1) 13,343,13

343 NPTS=-NPTS
CALL FIT(NPTS,F,PET,XTIL,YTIL,POW,CYL,ASFH,XSH,YSH)
GO TO 381
D O     38     L L=  1,   4

CALL frOUT(KF3,MK4,IER)
CALL rrOUT(KE3,MKt,IER)

38 CONTINUE
381 CONTINUE

IF(IET) 784,783,784
783 XPP(L)=0.

XRMS(L)=0.
784 DO 78 I=1,7
78 PP(I)=SNGL(PCI))
C PYPASS OPTION TO REMOVE TILT PED POWER.

IGH=0

WRITE(KTTYO, 3040)
3l140 FORMAT(" TO FEMOVE TILT AND POWER TYFF 1 ",Z)

READCKTTYI,1086) IGH
CALL OVLOD(I 7,FAPRY, IST, IERFS)
KEF=6
IF(IERRS«1) 13,344,13

344 CALL rEV( SP,NPTS, PF,PMS,X SH, YSH, IGH)
XPP(L)=PP
X RMS(L)=FM S
WRITE(KTTYO,1080) PP, RMS

1080 FORMAT(- P-P = ;Flu.6,- FMS = ",F10.6)
383 W R I T E(K T T Y O,2 0 8 6)

2086 FORMAT(" TO PLOT OUTPUT TYPE 1 ",Z)
REAr(KTTYI,1086) IGG

1086 FORMAT(Il)
I F(I G G-1)     3 6,3 7 3,3 6

373 IQ(1)=1
NQPTS=NPTS+1
XCNQPTS)=X(NPTS)
P H(N Q P T S> =P H (N F T S) +1.0

CALL SWAP("SWGRAPH. SV",IER)
GO TO 383

36    WPITE(10,3005)
3005 FORMAT(" STORE DATA IN DISK FILE (1=YES;lt=NO) 7 -,Z)

REAr(11,3008>IFIL
3008 FORMAT(Il)

IF(IFIL)37,37,40
40 WRITE(10,3000)
3000 FORMAT(" NAME OF rATA FILE ? -,Z)

READ(11,3010)DTAFL
3010 FORMAT(SE)

CALL CFILEXPTAFL, 1,IAR)
CALL OPEN(l,DTAFL,3, IAR)
WRITE( 1,3020)NPTS

3020 F ORMA T(  "    " ,  I 5)

DO 10 I- 1,NFTS
10 WRITE(1,3030)X(I),PH(I)
3030 FORMAT(" -,2F9.4)

CALL CLOSE(l,IAR)
37 CONT I  NUE                                    

                                       '    A/1
  =

C     FADIUS OF CUPVATURE
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SUME=X F E S(1)
SUM=XP F(1)
[0 371 LL=2,NL
SUM=SUM+XPP(LL)

371 SUMR=SUMR+X FA S( LL)

XID(11)=SUM/NL

XID(13)=SLMR/NL

15 RETURN
EN D

C-
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i      CUFFL rY B FrE
SUFFCUTINE STIFT(FKZ,IF,JEr)
COMMON/7/ IrAY(L),Jrr Y(13
COMMON    /F'   LA FILE(  1113,1  EF I L F,t CF JI. F(11.' '
COMMON/(/    FTTYC, 1(TTY I  , K F I, L F; · ,I F: ,I'F L., 1, OrT,KE UY
COMMCi/r, YIE(28),YN*(52
COMMCA  Y( 50 11),Y( 51.111 3,FF( s t'I.i ),4'rTS, PIT, Itr'( 111)
rIMENSIC'r.1 1.·r(5),FE(52

rOUELE FFECISIOP F(53,EFT
KEIS1=2
IFT=U

Fri=lf
Fri-=PK
M r)= EK

f                                                                                                  C                          Y. I  ['(1)  =M I C F O S  C O F F     Vt  C  NIFICPTION

C     MIr(52:=NOMI  :PL FrrIUS OF CUrC-f·TUFF            L
C     X Tr(23=tP V FLENOTF
C     YIE (i)=EOFKINE r ISTANCE
C     FIr(5)=CPLIFFPTFE ZEFC
C     YIrcE)=FBrIUS CF CUFUPTUFF
C   XII(73=MENTH

c     yJrcE: 3 =rpy

C     YIr(9,=YF F
C     XI£(18)=rFFPFTUFF FrOM SFHEFF
C     XI£(11)=FMS FOUFFNFSS
C                          WIr  (1   2  3  =N P       C F      C' FJ       IN       t r S E

C     YIr(13:=FEAK TO FFAK FOUCHNESS
C     *Irclb)=FC'·'Er FrFOr
C     YIr<153=LENE FPrIUS
C                   ),Irc  1 6 3 =f·  F r-' F F T  CITY
C YID(17:=NOMIMPL POSITION
C   YI/(183=PCTUAL FOSITION

r     YIr(19)=CYL.IVEFF E'EFOR
C    KIE(20 3 =FI OCK HFIGHT IN MM
1     CON T I NUF

XIr(7)-11.

XIDCE)=li.

YI/(9>=0.
*Ircs)=al.5
XIT(13=20.
XIr(123=0.Lo
x r r(Z I) =4.7
YID(15)=1.
XIE(2)=-1.
XI[(6)=XI/(2)
XID(3)=11. ....'.D e: e

CALL rECUT(KF2,Mrl,IE'P,
IF(Y/2-IE'P) 2219,288,2210

2219 CHITE(KTTYO, 22103
.;FF=$



I ... ..  ,     "

' . . :  'r i  ,  <1 1 1  : .3                          .   .-6't 1, C   r 1  7 E
, T.,7, - 9 „t

1 11 P F FOFFPT (- ENTEF IrENTIFICPTIOF "        - 71 136
,-rl,FFF

CPL.L. FFSET

IFF-li

r f p r     c ir 77' v I, 1  C l 1 3 3    1  F F I L F

luuj F C'FMPT   (5 1 0 3

CALL OFEW (KETSl,LFFILF, 1,IFF3
CALL FrILK (REISt,D,IrPY,2,IFF,NPLF3

'CALL CLOSE (KEISl,JFF>

IF (TEP-1) 3,2,3
2     r.·JPITE (KTTYO, 10112)
1 DUO F OFMPT  (-  1 r f.'UM rFF  PI. FFPrY  FYI STS.  T':'TF 9  TO  01.'FF'.'FITF

FEP P   (F T T Y I,  I l l! '5>    J N
1005 FOFMPT (11)

JF (IN-9> 1,3,1
5                 CONTINUF

MFITE (FTTYO,lget)

10"E FORMPT (lf ,-FRTFF TOreYS rVTE. MM rr YY ..,Z)

FFAr (KTTYI,1087) Irl,IrP,Ir)
1007 FOFFAT (TF,17,IP,13,IR)

XIr(73=Ir.1
YI[(81=TIV
YIr(0)=IDJ
YID(5)=41.5
YNP<13=1.6-5
X N# (2 3=l i.L'V

YE#(02=8.55
YNG(53=0.10
r-I(13=7.0
KE(23=b. 7
wr(4)=3.4

F:(51=27. 0                                     6
e                    W F I T F     (1(T T Y C ,  1  0 U t'  3

IOUF FC.'FMP·.T (- ENTEF MICIOSCOFF MPONIFICPTION -,7.>
FEt r (KTTYI, 11.119 ) I C

1009 FOFFAT (I23
XID(1:=ID
TF (Ie.LT.lii) IP=IC'<10

IQ=ID/Ill
,".Ir(12)=XNP.(IC)

vID(,13=(r(IC)

I·:PITE(FTTYO, 1 li30)

111 311 FORMAT( " FNTFF LENS  rIPMFTFF IN MY ",73

PEer c FTTYI,10113 YTr(153
YID(15)=71/(15)/2
WrITF (FTTYO, 18103

itilli FOPMPT (- ENTFF NOMINPL FPrIUS OF CUFFPTUTF IN VY.-,/,
1- USE PEC IF COPCPVE, FOS IF CONVFY ",Z)

rEPE (TTTYI,li'111 v.Ir(23

l U 11 FOFMPT (F 7.2:

MIE(el=XIE(2)
FFL=YIrco)-*Ir(23
I F   (F F L 3   0,8,7

8     WrITF (KTTYO,1 Li 16)
1016 FCFMPT (" FFL NOT LONG ENOUGH TO YFPSUFF LFNS. -,/,

1" USF OFJECTIVF GITH LCUFF 330.")
GO 70 6

7     YID(23=0.0471
r.'FITF (KTTYO,lUJS)

1012 FCFMBT  C "  A· SSUMEr  1.·'P VFLFPGTI '= ll.,EL·71  t·'ICFOr·'. ",·/,

1" TYFF 1 TO ENTEP rIFFETENT t.· PUFLENGTH --Z)

FEPr (KT7YI,1005> IP
IF (IF-13 5,b,5

4     WrITECKTTYC, 1014)
1014 7 Ost• AT (- EN:FF (PIFIFkrTY IM virrope ",7,



FF,#D  (!'TTYI ; 1 0 15)· -..1-r:-·
1015 F  C r M V  T      c F   111.   0  1

137

r              IF (Ia'Z )    2 8   i.(:, 28
29  CALL rretiT'(KF3,:rl,IFF)

Ir(KES-IFF) 221,28,221
221 EFITE (KTTYC , 2211!)

JFF=2
2210 FOFMPT(" TS 56112 ON?" )
28 FF TUrN

IFF=1
FFTUFN
FND

.'\

SUFFOUTINF IMPTFC(P,N,Y,OFT)
rOUFLF FFECISION 0(7, 7),Y(73,#MX,TFFF,rFT
rIMENSION ICHE(7)
DET=l.ro
DO 11 K=l,N
AMY=EAFS(,(M, K))
IMX=K

FO 1 T=K, N
IF(rePS(*(I,K)).LF./MX) CO TO 1
PMX=r*FS(#(T,K>)
IMX=I

1     CONTINUE
I F (rVES(*MX 3.ET. 1.r-011) GO 70 3

2      rET=o.ru
WFITE(10,15)
GO TO IE

2      IF(IMY. FQ.K) GO TO 5
ro a J=l,N
TEMP=PCK,J)
ACK,J)=9(INX,J)

4               9 (IMM,J)=TEMF
ICFG(K)=IMY
TEMF=Y(K)
Y(K)=Y(IMX) i-         ·.

Vi     T  M V .-  P r' 1-· ,  r�



L r , · - -'1 " 1

60 TO 6    'f        -                                 138
5     ICFC(F)=K
6             EFT=rFT :'PCK,K)

IFC EPFS(EFT).LT. 1.r- 311 3 GO TO 2 1 1

21    *(K,K>=1.r U/P(K,K)
rO 7 J=l,N
IF(J.NF.F) 7(K,J)=((K,J)*15(K,K)

7                     C ('N T I N U F

y('1(h=Y(K)*ACK,K)

20 9 I=l,N
r O 8 J=l,N
IF(I.FC.K) GO TO 9
IF(K.NF.J) PCI,J)=P(I,J)-A(I,K)*ACK,J)

8            CONTINUE

Ycl)=Y(I)-*(I,K)*Y(K)
9                 C O N T I N U E

20 Ili I=l,N

IF(I.WE.K) ACI,F)=-PCI,K)*PCK,F)
10 CONTINUE
11            CO*TINUE

20 13 K=l,N
L=N+1-K
Y. I=ICHO(L)
IFCL.FO.KI) CO TO 12
DC 12 T=l,N
TEMP=#(I,L)
2(I,L)=ACI,KT)

12 /(I,KI)=TFMr
13 CONTINUE
1 Li FFTUPN
15 FOPMOT(EY,"THF MATPIX DETFFMINANT IS ZFFC")
20                   K F I T E(l  U  ,   1   V  U  1.1  3      rET

luOU FORMAT(" VALUE OF rET =",ria.7)
00 70 21                        6
ENE

CONFILEP NOSTACK
OVE FLAY  DOC E
SUFFOUTINE FIT(NFTS, E,[' FT,YTIL,YT II.. , FOF, CYL.,r SFY, YSH,YSM)
COMMON / C / KT TYO, F'I'TY I, KE 1, KEP, KF 3, KE zt, FO UT, FrUM

COM,!ON/r, XIr(21)),>(N/(5)        '
COMMON  X (St't'), ':'(Slip),PH( 5111. 1, NCPTS, PII, I 0(l ll)

DOUFL. F PFECTSION #(7,7),P(7),Yl,Yl,Fl,YX,Y'f, XY, rET
CCUPLF FFECISION 73,XMY,XMN,YSH,YSH,PHOl,FMX,FMN
DIMENSION FF( 7)

KTRO=U
KF=1

C    IF NFTS =-, ONE rIMENSIONPL TFPCF-i·'ICFOSTFI.'CTUFE'. EPTP
IF(NFTS.LT. U) FF=-1

NF'IS=IPFS(NFTS)
XMY=- 1. 8 r-kU

...  . f\<     ''     A    1       ...   .'  .3    -     '

X M Tr=  1.   i i  r +  s  n
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11   A  L  >:.  A  - a  A   0-  A  X  H  X  b  »  >-  > ;  k   KA   X X 0 LL, LA « U L' 13. L >., » A >- C'„ >: >- -D <L CL X > >, X <1. <C <1. 4 G- <1. <l <I. 4 <- <1. LL <1. 4 <C <i. <1. CA q I

E- - N (D
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*(6,6)=*(0,€34 YX M XS
A(U,7:=p:(4,73+Yyw,v:r 140
F(43=F(4:+PlaXX
F(5) =F(5> +  F l *Y Y

#(6,6 )=P( 6,63 +73'X3
A(6,73=Ace,7>+XY#XJ
F(63=P(€3+Fl#XJ
A(5,5 ) =P c  5,5 3  +Y Y"  ZY

A(5,6)=3(5,6)+YY*XJ
*(5,7)=A(5,73+XY YY
3(7,73=#(7,73+XY*XY
P(7) =E c 7) +P l*X Y

20 CONTINUE
NF=7
IF(KTVO-1> 201,ilP,110

2 91 IF(KP) £10,611,61.1
40 N F= 3

pcl,33=0(1,4)

9(2,3)=9(2,23
2(3,33=0-(Li,Li)
F(3)=Fca)

60 /0 61 LL=2,7
LC=LL-1
£0 62 ZLL=1,1,9

62 A c L.L,LLL.)=A (LLL,LL)
61    CONTINUE

I F(K O U T-2)    El.1,8  1,8 1
81 rO 30 I=l,NP
2 0 WRITECK TTYO,  2 011 11 h     (A (J,  I),J=1, N P), F (T)

30 0 U F O F M P T(7(1*5  E F.  2) ,  1 X,  2 9.  a)
Ev CALL EMATFC,(P,NF,F,rET)

IF(KTWO- l> Lel,LJBLI,Lii£LI

L! 80 5(7)=P(6)
P(6)=U.r U

481 IF(KP) Le,501,5Ul
a E 6(4)=F(3)

6(3)=li.Eli

F(5)=0.DrU
E(6)=U.r O
P(7)=U.DU

501 IF(KOUT-1 ) 50,506,502
502 t.'FITFCKTTYO,3UUl) (F(I),I=l,73
3001 FOFMAT(" F",7(F9.4,1 X))
50     130 51 I-1,7
51     FP(I)=SNCL(F(T))

THET=ATPNCEP(7)/(FF(5)-EF(43))/2
C=COS(THET)
S=S I N  (THET)

PX=FF(a>#C*C+FP(5)*SUS-FF(7)*5*C
YL=SWEL(YSH)
Xi=XMX-XSH

XL=SMOL (Y 1 3

Y 1  =r F L F(Y(N P T S) )

PX=FF(z!)* S* S+FP<53*Cl C+FF(73': S=C
PHO 1 = C XMX- X SH ) '1 " 2 + c Y l - Y SH ) a * 2

PHO= SNCL (FFO 1 3
POF'=(PX+FY 3 # FHO /2

CYL=(PY-FY) 11 PHO

ASPV=FF(61*PHO*PHO

YTIL=FF(23*YL
YTIL.=PP (3) " cY (NPTS)-YL.)

TF(KOUT-1) 115,53,53
53 WRITE(KTTYO, 30(12)   PX,FY,FHO,XTI I..,YTIL, FOV, CYL,P SPV

.·

311 U 2 FOFFAT("  PY=",214.7,2.X,-  FY= -,F'2.7,FY, rFO = ", F 1 Lz . 7, /,

1 - XTIL=",Elt. 7,2:," YTTL=-,El Z!.7, /, " POr.=",Fl b. 7, HY
.......     - „ .. , ... . ,V .   C   r-· 11 -"         r    I    / , '1 / )



t' r  I  T  .2  (  iri  11.'C , -2  1'  1.1  €  )      XMY  ,  ..r, r.,  ,  7'  f "  ,   : C r      Vt        r.:M V      . 1.,1 1

1411 1

JU lit F 0 T Z,;P 1( "   :':·':i= " ,E l y.5,  '     "4: N = " , E l i. .5,  "     '·' Fi·-'= ." , F l E: .S, / ,

1  " YSH=",E 12.5," YJ=",El::.5," FMY=",Fl::.5," rr'r.t=",E'12
!15 KTWO=KTWO+1

IF(KF) 15,15,155
155 IF(YTUC-1) 35,35,15
110 IF(NP.23 15,15,111
111 N F=NF -1

rO 112 LZ=1,6
112 P(LZ,6)=ACLZ,7)

E(6:=F(73
Ace,63=#(7,7>

C'FITE(KTTYC,3009)
3UU9 FOFMAT(" r.'0 A SFHEFF FIT" )

CO 70 201
15 FETURN

EN r
m.

a
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COMPILE F NOSTACK

OVEFLAY COFUU

SUFFOUTINF FI·'P.SE'l(MKI,NTIM,NFTS,JFF,IP,IZ,LMPY,LMIN)
FXTEFNAL LA!·IE·,MGOPE

C O M M O N /P /     I  LLY(  4 3  , J F P Y<  1  )

COMMON/C/   1(TTYO,KTTY I,K E- 1, K F 2, t<PS , 1(FL,KOUT,Krt:M
COMMON /r/ KIE(203,XMACE>
COMMON X(5Ull),Y(hl'U),PP.(51111),NOFTS, FII, 10(lll)
r I M E N S I O N   I Z(5 1 2: ,I P(4,5 1 2 1

C     JEE=U NE EFFOFS BMI ALL EPTP FOINTS TPKEN
C     JEF=l MOFE: 7}- PN 50 PE'F CENT OF EATP TAKEN

C      JEF=2 LESS THAN 511% FUT METE THPN 1 POINT T/KFN
C               JFF=3   PO   FOIN TS   TA KEN

C             JEE=-2  5602  FFOFBELY  NOT  ON

C     JFF=-4 ERROF IN IPIT' COUNTFFS-C#FLF FFPPFLY NOT CONNECTEr
W    JER=U

JJF=u         p
MMEEL=U
MVIC=0
LLIC=U
ISVIC-=0

ICOUN=0
I F=U

C     ACCEPT" TYFF 1 TO IGNOFE FIC FIXUF -,IF
LMPX=U
LMIN=lOUU
MSC=U
MMUL=U
IFL=U
MOr=U
ILCT=U
MEAE= U

MSTPT=li

M r 1 3= 3K
MSTPT=U

N T(31'= 0

ME 14=17K
IC'=0

I v G=U

MKJ=MKI
MES=37777K
MrlU=13X
MDB=377UK
M/9=2U UOUK
Mr 6=17K
MEi =l K
MK2=MK 1
ME12=2136K
M/11=1K
.. F.... -.......



1.1.   C.  1  -  i.' C  C r

CPLL ECLF(MYJ,3) » 143f.*1·' --
CALL FEE'T(MK2,U)

CALL FSFTCMKI,U)
CPLL PSET(MKB,U)
CALL FCLF(WKE,3)
F R I TF(KTTY O,   6  U U  1  )     M K V

EOUl FOFMPT(- M!<2=-,OIF)
WAVE=XIr(33

'

F C O N=  1   .  U   /  (  tr A V E  * LI  ll  9 6  )

N=4
M=  1

CALL PrOUT(KP),MKk, IEF)
CPLL  I'rOUTCKE'3,M!<1, I FP)

IF(KE3-IFF) eu,Fi,HU
BU W EI TE ( KTTYO, 8 0 li LA  

JFF=-2
FUOU FORMAT(" IS 5682 ON ? "3

GO TO 2 UU
81    NC=1

CPLL TDOUT(KF),MK3,1 EF)
CALL rEIN(KE'2,IrATB, IFF)
IWE=ISM Fl(IDP TP,-23

JW['·=IANr(I W r,Mr53

W A I T E  (%7TYO,   6 0  7 8   )      J K E

DO 812 Jeer=1,110
20 811 Ier=l,lilu

8ll C O N T I N U E

812 CONTINUE
C     CALL DEOUT(KFS,MKl,IFF)

CPLL IZIN(KEV,IEATA,IEF)
]Wr=ISFFT(IrATA,-2)
JI'I=IANI'c I I I ,Mr5)

6KWD=Jfr

IW=JEr-Mrq
IF(IE) 91,82,91

91 WFITE(KTTYO,.7078)
7U78 F O F M P T (   -      EFF. O F      IN      INITIALIZI N C-      COUNIFFS  -3

W R I T E (KTTYO,  6  0  78)     J KE
6078 FOFMAT(" FFINGE COUNT ",016)

GO TO 82
JER=- 4

GO  TO  200
82 I=1

L C=U

L=U

CALL rrOUT(KP),MKJ,IER)
27 CALL EIZIN(KPS,Mrk, IFF)
C       MOI FE'  TFMPOFPPY FYFPSS#*0*****

GO TO 42
C               WHEN    VIGNETTING    FIT   GOFS   OFF,    COFFECT    FPINGF   COUNT

I F C  I V C T)    3 U S,3 0 5,3 1 0
305 IF(.IVE-1) 320,210,31U
320 JF(LVIG> 310,31P,301
3 ll 1 LVIG=U

I F(I-1  )    3 1 0,3 1  U,3 1 1 4
304 MFV=ISHFT(M£2,-7)

MP2= IAN r(MES, M 25)
IG=I-1

i*Bl=ISHFTCIZ(IG),-73
Mrl=IAND(MFI,M/5)
MrEL=MFl-MPS-ICOUN

C          SFT  I, I 0  ON   FFEC:T OL S   POT  .1 T

MPV=ISHFT(IZ(I-J),-23
MP2=I />Nr(MRS,M ri)
IF(MF23 213.313.2lf



213 I Z(T- ·1, =1 7(1-1 1+L j

3000 FOFMPT( VICNET' FFINCE' COFFFCTIC'W I= -,I.c," ICOUNT= ",IE
31 U I W r=I  P N r (M E Y,  M I 6) 144

JI·.I=Idr-Mrlll

IF (JCE) 41,42,41
61 LVE=TAN[(MDE,MD73

LI,r=LHZ-M[7

IFCLWr) 60,61,6 0
60 WFITE(KTTYO,7711)
7711 FOFMPT(- EF.FOR IN MULTIFL.EX -)

MMUL=MMUL+1
GO TO 71

61 ME4=ISHFT(MIP,-1)
LWr=IAND(MrL,Mr7)
LFr=LWD-M/7

CLLE TEMP PYPASS FOF LLE
GO TO 63

C*****4***0***

IF (LT#r) 62,63,62
62 L Q=L Q+ 1

M GE =M Gr + 1

IF (Le-10UUU) 87,65,65
65 L,=0

WFITF(KTTYO,7712)
7712 FOFMPT( - EFFOP IN EPTA PI T )

GO TC 71
63 MI#= I SHFTC MEV,-23

LL-r=IANI(Mr#,Mr7)
LED=LKr-M£7

C  TEMPORPY PYPASS TO CHECK OUT L.LF SYSTFM
GO TO 66

C#* 9 *M-:8-335******44****

IF (LWE) 66,67,66
67 L=L+1

LVIC=1
IVCT=10

C     SETS A COUNTFF TC #VOID' EATB FOF IVCT COUNTS
MVIG=MVIG+1
IF(IV-1) 691,66,66

691 IF (L-32000) 87,69,69
69 L=0

ICVIG=ICVIC+1

TF(IQVIG-1) 87,87,693
693 WPITE(KTTYO, 7713)
7713 FORM A T C   "      INSUFFICIENT    LIGHT TO MPFF MFA· SURFMFNT    OF     FL I M     N

1 CONNECTEr ")
60 TO 71

66 MI'4=ISHFT(MZV,-33
LED=IAWE (MEL,Mr7)

C     FYPPSS SCAN FIT CHECK IF NOISE OF X SCPN ONLY
IF(MKV-M/21) 663,42,663

6 e 2 I F (MK2-Mr,20)661,42,661
CLLF TEMP  FY Pe SS

C       00 TO Lili
C*****9***Ma:
tel IF(Lfr-ME·ll)  711,42,71,1
70 MSC=MSC+1

rPLL rrOUT(KFB,MKV,TER)
IF(I-1) 73,73,48

73 IF(MSC-10UU) 773,773,72
C                  DFLBY

773 LT=NTIM/5
C    SPE'EE UP SCAN TO GFT TO FFGINNING OF FFPMF

MK6=MK2
CPLL FSET(MK6,6) t.-
r..T T r   72·  9-  I  It T. L .7 /



CPLL PrOUT(KFJ, MKE, IFF)
ZO 774 2=l,LT 145

rO   7 7 5    I I=1,  I t l l)

775 CONTINUE
77 L4 CONTINUE

C P L.L      [ DOUT(KF  2,  MK 2,    I   E R)

MVIC-=U

L=U
GO, TO 87

72 WrITE(KTTYO,7721)
7721 FORMAT(" EFFOF IN SCAN FIT-)
771 IF(KOUT-13 208,71,71
71    WFITF(KTTYO,7720) MMUL,MOr, MVIG,MSC,MFPr,MSTPT,NTOT
7720 FOFMAT(" NO OF EFFOFF IN rATY AC¢LISTION-,/,

1 - MULT= , I 3,- E BTP GOOE= -, IJ, - VIG= -, IP, " SCAN= , I 7,

2- PIFFEFENT=-,IJ,/,- STBTES ",IF,VX,
3 "TOTAL NO OF  POINTS FE:Pr ", Te)
JFF=U

IF(I-13 7720,7724,7723
7724 JFF=3

GO TO 200
7723 ILQ=NPTS/2

IF(I-ILQ) 7726,7725,7725
7726 JER=2

GO TO 200
7725 ILC=(NFTS*9)/10

IFCI-ILC) 7727,2UU,200
7727 JEP=1

GO TC 200
42 IFF=KF1
C    CHEUVK FOF: STPT'US PIT

MFP.=ISHFT(MI 2,-4)

Mf:2=IPND(MFP,Mrl 33
CLLE TEMF   EYFASS  FOR  LL E

GO  TO  4 22

C** 44 *** 4 *.44 *

I  F   (MF  V-k)         4  25,   L   EV,   45:: 5

425 M Sl A T= M S 7'A 1'+  1

IUCT=IV

LVIG=1

IF(MSTPT-SUOUU) U7,87,426
426 WRITE(KTTYO,4008)
4008 FORMAT( - EFFOF IN STATUS FITS ")

GO TO 771
422 IVCT=IVCT-1

IFCIVCT) 421,421,429
429 LVIC= 1

GO TO 87
421 CONTINUE

CALL Y FPY (IFAY,N,IEF)

CALL. E'·DIN (KF2,MI23,IE'R)

LKE=IAN[(Mr),Mr6)
N TOT=NTOT+   1

J I.D=L f-D-M r l U
C                           W FIT'F   (K T 1  YO,78 3 7  :      M  r 3,  1,1  r 6,  M r  1   0,  M  r  1   4,  L i e  r  , J W r

C7887 F O F M P T(  -    M r 3   =  " , O I  8,  "    M[ '6    =  -,OI  i  ,  "    M[ '1  U     =  -,  61 0 I  8 3

CLL. F TEMP      BYPASS

GO TO 44
C* * * *6 4* ·:* U ** 1*4*4* tl *3 3

IF(JQ.E·) aj,44,a3

43 IF(IV-13 422,433,433
433 J W r =L t' P -  M D  1   4                                                                                                                                                                        --

]F(JAr) 422,44,432 ,:.,1:.     - --   .- -  '

432 MFPr=MEAD+1
r '·

IF(Mfpr-lUOU) 87,Fi,a42



44 1(r=MI2
CALL rEIN(KEE,MES, IER) 146
L W r =Mro

I F (Lt·  r -LMAX)     E l I,  5 0,5 1
51            LMPX=Lti, r

GO TO 52
SU IF(Ld.2-LMIN) 53,52,52
R 7 LMIN=LA· C--

52 CONTINUE
JG.'r=I ANI ( IB:r,M/5)

IWD=IAND(LED,MDS)
Lur=IED-JkD
IFC L.1, r)      4 5,4 6, .4 5

45 MFAI=MPAD+1
GO 10 87

46 DO 522 J=l,NTIM
['0 5 2 1 II=1,100

521 CONTINUE
522 CONTINUE

IZ(I)=Mr2
3104 IP.(1,I)=IFAY(1)

IA(2, I)=IrAY(2)
IA(3,1)=IFAY(33
IP(4,I)=IFFY(0)

592 /0    4 8 4     I I  Q C=  1,4

IFC IRPY(I IQQ)) 484,48.1,484
481 WEITE(KTTYO,7722) I,(IRAY(II),II=1,3)
7722 FORMA 1' C VX, I 3,3(1 X,O I F> )

GO TO 87
484 CONTINUE

I=I+1
\) MrEL.= U

i FL=0

IF(I-498) 584,Sea,48
584 IF'(I-NPTS) .7,87,48
42 N P T'S=I-1

GO  TO   771
2 lili CONTINUE

NPTS=I- 1

PFTUPN
END



147

OVERLAY LAMP
SUPROUTINE  WPIT( IA , I Z,NFTS,MMPX,YF,YF)
COMMON/D/ XID(2U),XEP(53
COMMON  X(5UU),Y(5uu),PH(SUU),NQPTS, PII,IQ(11.1)

COMM ON / C /    KT T YO, I< T TY I, K F 1 , M E :', K E· 2, 1( F 4, KO UT, K ELIM
1         DIMENSION IP(4,512),IZ<5123

MD3=1
I=1

MMPX= 0

MMIN=l UOU
NQL=NFTS
MPLQ=U
MVIG=U
JVIG=U
LAGC=U
JAGC=U
MC=0
NDEL=O
MD4=7
MD5=37777K
ICD=v
IG=1
AMAX=800.
ACCEPT"TYPE 1 TO CHANGE FAFTIAL PHASE SCALING ",IS
IF(IS-1)60,El,60

6U GO TO 63
61 PCCEPT"ENTEF OFFSET .VOLTAGE -,VO

ACCEPT"ENTEF FFINGFS/VOLT ",VF
C TFMPORARY FYPASS
63 IG=1

AMAX=4096.
GO TO 5433
PCCEPT TYPE 1 TO IGNOTE SOFTWAFF FIXUP ",IG
ACCFPT"ENTEE MAX VALUE OF PEC(55U. TO 14UU.) ",BMAY

5433 t·. CH =3 U 0 0 O K

M[8 7777K
PQ-1 UUC.

NQ=ISHFTCIZ(1).,0)

k F=IAND (Ne,M /5)
Ir(KOUT-2) 7 1 5 7.·  7ll 3.  7 0 4



7 U i WRITE(FTTYO,FOUC) 148
8 006 FOFMPT(" MULT Goor VION SCAN STAT CCUNT   X Y PHASE"

TYPE - NPTS=",NFTS
TYPE   "  NCFTS= ", NQFTS

703 CO HUB IL-2,NPTS
MFEIN=IZ(IL)
MFFIN=ISHFT(MFRIN,-2)
XX=U.

YY=U.
PPM=0.
Xp=o.
DO 809 J=l,4
NS=IA(J,IL)
ICM=IAND(MCH,NS)
I Wr=IAND(Mre,NS)

ICH=ISHFT(ICH,-12)
ICH=ICH+1
GO TO (810,811,812,814),ICH

8l U XX= I Wr

00 TO 813
814 XF=I WE

GO  TO  813
811 YY= I Wr

GO  TO  813
812 PFH=IWD
8090 FOFMAT'(  X, Y, OP PHASE OUT OF FOUNDS I=",14,"X=",F8.2,"Y=",FF

1 FB.2)
813 CONTINUE
809 C O N T I N U E

.- I F C X X-2. 3 8 1 7,8 1 0 1,8 1 81

Fl Ul IF(XX-4093.) 890,890,817
89U IF(YY-2.) 817,8111,8111
8111 IF(-CY-4P93.)891,891,817
891 IFC PFH-2. )817,8121,8121
0121 IF(PPH-6093.27ult,7Ull,817
817 TRITE(KTTYO,8090) I,XX,YY,PFH

GO TO 808
7011 IF(I-1) 709,709,710
7/)9 XF=XX

YF=YY
FHF=PPH*PC

MF=MFFIN
710 X(I)=XX-XF

Y(I)=YY-YF
PH(I)=MFFIN-ME+( (PPH-2048) /200. B+ VO)*VF

54 CONTINUE
JVIG=O
I=I+1

808 CONTINUE
NPTS=I-1

3 Ul PETURN
END
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OVERLAY NEVES

SUFF'OUT'INE'   SCAL.ECNPFS, L.MAX,LM I N,M K 1, MMAX)

COMMON/C /   KT 'I'YO, VT TY I , KP 1, F. EF, MEV, KPZ:,KOUT, 1<DUM
COMMON  X< 5UU),Y< 5IJ U), PH( 50 U),MOFTS, PII, IQ(10)
COMMON /E'/ XI DC20 ),XNA( 5 )
IF(KOUT-13 55,54,54

54 LMAY=LMAX-LMIN
MMAX=LMAX
WRITECKT'I'YO,3050) LMAY.,MMAX

3U50 FOFMAT(- NO OF HAF.EGAFF FFINGF CTS =", 15,/,
1 "NO OF COUNTS AFTER SOFTWAPE FIXUPS =",IS)

55          LMIN= IA ES (L MPX-MMAX)

IF(LMIN'-3)     5 7,5 6,5 6
56 t.·. RITECKTTYC,3051)  L.MIN
3051 FORMAT( " FRCEPELE EFROF IN FVP SE MEt:SUREMENTS-DIFF COU:
57              CON T I  NUE

C    SCPLE EATA TO REAL COOFEINATES
             SCALES=XIL(23*YIE(12)/100.

IF(MK 1-2136K) 491,490,491
4 c> U SCALES=1.0/(XIE(1)*560.)
491 XSC=SCALES

PSC=XI[(3)/2.

YSC=SCALES*3.0
DO lUU I-1,NPTS
X(I)=XCI)*XSC
Y(I)=Y(I)*YSC
PHCI)=PH(I)*PSC

100 CONTINUE
IFcKOUT-1) 2UU,2110,77

77 ACCEPT "TYPE 1 TO PFINT SCPLED ZATF",IF
IFCIP-1) 200,221,221

221 WRITE(KTTYO,EU813 (I,XCI>,Y(I),PH(I),I=l,NPTS)
GO TO 2 u U

81181 FORMAT( Il, 3X, Fl U. 5,3X, Fl 1 1.5, JX, Fl 0.5)
2U U CONTINUE

RETUFN
END



APPENDIX 3

OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

I.  Optical Alignment

1)  Adjust the Fabry-Perot interferometer so there is

less than a half fringe across the center 5 mm

of the aperture.

2)  With the grating removed and the object in place

trigger the oscilliscope from the oscillator out-

put on the front panel. Examine the output of

U-18 on board A-1. Focus lens Ll in the scanning

system until there is no 2kHz signal present on

the scope. Lens Ll should now be about 11 cm

from the mirror on the resonant scanner.

3)  Install the grating and move the motor driven stage

by hand until good contrast fringes are observed.

Focus the fringe pattern on the detector.

II. Electronic Adjustments

1)  With the scope triggered from the oscillator out-

put place the detector to one side of a dark fringe

and  observe the output  of  U-18  on Al.  A good clean

2kHz signal should be observed.  Now move the

detector to the other side of the fringe. The

150
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2kHz signal should be of the same magnitude but

shifted 180' in phase.  If this is not the case

refocus lens Ll.

2)  On board A2 compare the output of U-11 pin 4 with

the oscillator signal on the front panel.  These

two signals should be in phase if they are not

adjust the PLL trimpot on A2.

3)  Still on board A2 examine the output of U3 pin 6.

This is the rectified error voltage. As the detector

is scanned across a fringe this signal should go

from a maximum, down to zero and back up to another

maximum. The two maximums should be of equal ampli-

tude, if they are not, adjust the OFFSET trimpot

on A3. The amplitude of the error voltage should

be about 10 volts, this is adjusted by the GAIN

trimpot on A3.

4)  Turn on the motor by switching the switch on the

speed control box to the low position. The stage

will drive to locate either a minimum or a maximum

depending on whether the motor direction switch

is in the reverse or forward position respectively.

5)  Translate the detector in the image of the fringe

pattern, the image of the fringe should follow the

detector. If the fringe does not follow the

detector equally well in both directions then

carefully adjust the OFFSET trimpot with the

motor off and try again.
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6)  Place the scope probe on Ul pin 4 of the Fringe

Counter board. Make sure the motor is turned off

and rotate the motor shaft by hand. Adjust the

trimpot on the Fringe Counter Preamplifier until

count pulses are observed. Stop turning the motor

shaft and lightly tap the table, no pulses should

be observed, if they are then adjust the trimpot

slightly and try again.

7)  Move the scope probe to U-12 pin 6 on the Fringe

Counter board, this is the analog position output.

Turn on the galvanometer at a very slow scan rate

(15 seconds per scan). Set the motor direction

on the speed control box to Reverse and when the

image of a dark fringe passes over the detector

turn on the motor. Drive the horizontal deflection

of the oscillascope with the X-GAL output on the

front panel.  The scope will now display the pro-

file of the object. If the motor breaks into

oscillation about a fringe turn the GAIN trimpot

on board A3 counterclockwise slowly until it stops

(usually less than 1/8 turn).

At this time the data acquisition program

MOIREl may be run.
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